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Pi Kappa Alpha banned, officials hush details
Fraternity suspended from
campus until 2005, officials
decide not to comment.
CAROLINE STONE

Assistant News Editor
The University's Eta Alpha chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity was
recently suspended from campus until
May 2005 by judicial services for
incidents that occurred Fall semester 2003, according to Travis Watts,
current Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
president.
Watts noted that upon learning of
the occurrences, the fraternity then
made contact with its academic and
chapter advisors who provided aid
in corresponding with University
officials.
However, Watts declined to comment on the nature of the violation.
He did note that the fraternity chose
not to contest the University's initial
sanctions and opt for a hearing.
Prior to this semester's incidents,
the fraternity had previously been on a
period of probation for approximately
one year, and after notifying officials
about its current situation and hearing
the University's proposed sanctions,
the fraternity members decided to

DAVID KAUCpholo editor

ASKED TO LEAVE: After unknown incidents this Fall, local Pi Kappa Alpha alumni took receivership of the fraternity's
charter.
accept the sanctions.
Paul Kittle, associate director of
Greek Life and associate director of
student media
Asserted that the fraternity turned
itself in to judicial services after

"becoming aware of internal problems."
Kittle added that he did not know
the specifics of the incidents surrounding the suspension.
He explained that the Greek com-

munity often has to deal with the
"rumor mill" and the negative consequences associated with "gossip."
While he stressed that he expected
to eventually be informed of the
details, if the incidents did in fact

involve hazing, "he would rather not
know."
"I can't tell you how many hearsay, anonymous phone calls 1 receive
each semester in reference to hazing.
But with hear-say and people who
aren't willing to say their names,
there is not much that my office can
do," Kittle said.
Kittle also pointed out, "Just
because someone makes an allegation
doesn't make it true."
He noted that the best way for the
fraternity to deal with a suspension
is to "work through their problems
internally," something Watts also
emphasized that the fraternity is currently attempting.
The local alumni have currently
taken what Kittle referred to as
"recievership" of the fraternity's
charter. He explained that while the
fraternity is suspended, recievership
will allow the alumni to take charge
of working with the current brothers
to "strengthen and improve" their current situation.
According to Kittle, the fraternity
will question themselves to determine
what they "have to do about this to
make sure it never happens again."
Additionally, he noted that suspenSEE
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Class of '41 studio Newsweek editor presents at Tillman
to benefit the arts
War correspondent
Christopher Dickey speaks
on government's role in war.

CAROLINE STONE

Assistant News Editor

CHERYL SWtT Mall

TALK TO ME: A new communication center added to Daniel Hall will
provide students with educational opportunities.

Studio will add new
technology, instruction and
research opportunities.
RENEE PELTON

Staff Writer
The labs are gone in the first
floor of Daniel Hall but the replacement will help students even more.
The one million dollar gift to the
University for their 60th reunion
will give students the Class of 1941
Studio for Student Communication, a
first of its kind in the country.
According to Dr. Kathleen Yancey,
director of the Pearce Center, the
studio will open on January 28th,
2004 and will give Clemson students
a place to integrate multiple forms of

communication and learn about the
written, spoken and technological
aspects of communication for preparation in tasks that are found in the
workplace.
The goals of the studio are to help
students improve the quality of their
communication in individual and
group situations and to learn about
students' behaviors and learning in
communication.
The studio will offer help with
learning Power Point, and other
forms of communication that usually
are only taught in classes. Research
opportunities are also being created
to research students' learning habits
and how they are changing. Through
a partnership with the American
SEE
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Emphasizing that "if a war is to
be righteous it needs to be based
on more than righteousness,"
Christopher Dickey, Paris Bureau
Chief and Middle East Regional
Editor for Newsweek Magazine
delivered his thoughts on the war in
the Middle East Wednesday evening
at Tillman Auditorium.
Dickey began by referencing his
father, poet James Dickey, who
attended Clemson before entering
World War II. He noted that when
he was young, his father told him
stories of his military service as a
pilot.
He brought a recording of his
father reciting one of his poems
about a military man who was killed
in the war after "having done all
things in this life that he could."
In the 1950s war was a "righteous
enterprise," according to Dickey.
"We were attacked, fought back,
and won."
However, Dickey noted, "technology has continued to dehumanize
the humanity of war." He felt that
we now have reached the point of
waging "human war," and idea that
he noted was dangerous because it
allows countries to wage war from a
"sanitary distance."
When wars become dehumanized,
enemy death tolls become "acceptable" in the eyes of the country and
its government.
Asserting that society is now
numb to war and citing Kosovo as
an example, he pointed out that the
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United States now wages wars without a single American casualty.
Oftentimes, Dickey said, no one
challenges the idea that a war can
be "cost free." Even if a journalist
pointed out the lack of humanity
in war, "the message would be lost,
forgotten ... given the chance that is
exactly what (people) do," he said.
According to Dickey, in the mid905 the United States began waging
wars that "were no longer righteous
or for a great cause," and he correlated this occurrence with the emergence of terrorist attacks.
Dickey explained that even when
a war is perceived as "trivial" by
the United States, the war is never
trivial for those being bombed. To
emphasize this point, Dickey noted
that when the United States waged
the Gulf War under George Bush
Sr., the Iraqi people were much

more receptive to the American
presence in their country; however,
he noted that their attitude was different in regards to the most recent
war in Iraq.
"They remembered the (first Gulf
War) differently; the ones on the
ground always do," he said.
According to Dickey, the media
is also at fault by committing the
crime of portraying "victory instead
of victims."
Dickey stressed that he knows
wars are often necessary, and in the
future the United States will still have
to "do a lot of killing." However, he
pointed out that the positive change
brought about by wars should ideally
be "more lasting."
To accomplish this goal, Dickey
felt that the United States should
SEE
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WAR SPEAK: Dickey addresses the audience Wednesday night at Tillman
Auditorium as part of the Calhoun Lecture Series.
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Engle wins top prize Georgetown makes public
ZACK SULTAN
Washington Square News
(New York U.)
(U-WIRE) — The last few weeks
have been unusually busy for Stern
School of Business professor Robert
Engle. Since he flew into New York
on Nov. 6 from a sabbatical in southern France, Engle has been the subject
of a documentary and an honoree at
celebratory dinners, but he made sure
to leave enough time to attend his doctoral students' thesis defenses.
And his e-mail inbox just keeps
filling up.
"For a while I was getting a few
hundred e-mails a day," said Engle, a
professor at NYU since 2000.
Things tend to get busy when
you've just won the Nobel Prize.
Engle received the top honor in
economics in early October and
shares a $1.3 million dispensation
with University of California-San
Diego professor Clive W.J. Granger.
Engle and Granger won the Nobel
for a breakthrough model Engle first
introduced in 1982 for estimating
the future financial volatility of a
stock. The concept, called autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity
(ARCH), allows investors to more
accurately forecast risk in their portfolios.
The discovery is widely credited
with granting investors unprecedented
control over the fates of their financial
holdings. But having received the
Nobel, Engle said that financiers and
economists aren't the only ones clamoring to shake his hand. Everyone,
it seems, wants a piece of Robert
Engle.
"People outside the profession are
surprised and delighted," he said.
"I've become a little bit of a celebrity
rather quickly."
Along with that status comes a deluge of speaking invitations. He can't
keep track of all the universities that
have been jockeying to secure him
for talks.
Suddenly, Engle said, even people
he only vaguely knows are starstruck,
including his wife's hairdresser's
husband.
"(He's) getting a lot of pleasure
out of telling people about the not-soclose relationship to somebody who's
won the Nobel Prize," Engle said.
And, like any other celebrity, Engle
is obliged to sign autographs. He said
admirers approach him in stores and
on airplanes.
"I haven't done any by mail yet,"
he said.
A documentary crew greeted him
on Nov. 8 to produce a short documentary for the Nobel ceremonies in

December.
For all his proficiency as a forecaster, Engle couldn't have seen the
acclaim and recognition coming.
Though the Nobel Committee selected him in May, Engle said he knew
nothing about the award until a fateful
call in October.
While on sabbatical during the fall
semester, Engle stayed at his home in
Annecy, France, a village in the Alps
far removed from his usual quarters in
the world's financial capital.
When the phone first rang, Engle's
wife picked it up. The woman on the
line announced she was calling from
Stockholm, Sweden, with an important message for Engle.
"That was the first hint that something was happening," he said.
Engle, meanwhile, was at a local
computer store, trying to coax his
home wireless network into working
order.
He returned home just before the
Nobel Committee called back.
"It was a bad connection," Engle
said. "I had a hard time hearing and
figuring out exactly what (the caller)
was trying to say."
Even through the static, Engle got
the drift.
"It was the Nobel citation," he
said.
Nobel Committee member Gunnar
Oquist informed Engle that he would
receive the Nobel Memorial Prize in
Economic Sciences for his ARCH
model.
At the end of the call, Oquist told
him his life would change dramatically in the next few minutes. The
Nobel Committee was on the verge of
sending out a global press release.
"Instead of jumping up and down,
we were in stunned silence," Engle
said. "We called a few relatives, I put
on a clean shirt, and we waited to see
what was going to happen."
Soon after, the e-mails began.
On Dec. 6, Engle and his family
will fly to Stockholm for a week of
ceremonies. Along with delivering
a speech and mingling with fellow
prizewinners, Engle will receive the
Nobel medallion itself.
As of yet, he doesn't have a spot
picked out for his trophy. "I don't even
know what it looks like," he said. "I
assume it's something about the size
of a silver dollar."
The great predictor said his career
isn't likely to become too volatile.
Engle said he will continue to teach
a graduate course and two doctoral
courses in finance at Stern.
"I like working with students, and
I like doing research," Engle said. "I
don't think the rest of this will affect
us too much."

Kennedy correspondences

DEREK RICHMOND
The Hoya
(Georgetown U.)
(U-WIRE) — On the eve of the
40th anniversary of the assassination of President John F. Kennedy,
Georgetown University has made
public correspondence that took place
between Kennedy's widow and a late
Georgetown Jesuit. The letters reveal
that Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis contemplated suicide after her husband's
death.
Onassis began correspondence
with theology professor Richard
T. McSorley, S.J., in four letters
exchanged between the two, and
kept typed diaries of their private
conversations. When McSorley died
last October, he left his papers to the
university's special collections, which
Lauinger Library made available to
reporters last Wednesday.
The documents revealed that, following the death of her husband,
Onassis fell into despair — at least
once contemplating suicide.
"Do you think that God would
separate me from my husband if I
killed myself?" she asked McSorley,
her spiritual advisor, according to the
April 28, 1964 entry of the latter's
diary.
The correspondence was first
included in a new book, "The
Kennedys: America's Emerald
Kings," written by Newsday reporter
Thomas Maier, who advocated making McSorley's collection available to
the public.
The history of the papers begins
in 1964 when Robert Kennedy,
brother to the late president, urged
the widow to seek spiritual help
from McSorley. Before his death,
McSorley shared the documents
with Maier, who was researching
for his book at the time.
"One of the things Fr. McSorley
told me — and this has not been out
in the press — is that when Tim Healy
was president of Georgetown, there
was somebody who actually stole
some of the papers or was trying to
sell them," Maier said. "He asked the
university to put a stop to it. That's one
of the reasons he gave it to the library
for safekeeping."
Maier contends that McSorley's
will placeded no restrictions on the
documents, but since their unveiling
on Wednesday, the decision to release
them has been criticized on several
grounds.
Letitia Baldridge, Jackie Kennedy's
personal friend and former chief of
staff, said that releasing the papers

now was "in poor taste."
"Every widow I've ever known
has expressed thoughts like that,"
Baldridge told The Washington Post
yesterday. "It's a perfectly natural
thing for women in trauma to say,
especially to a priest."
Another criticism of the decision
to release the documents is the confidentiality of confession to a priest.
The Rev. John Paris, an ethics scholar
at Boston College, said mat McSorley
should not even have written down
what was said in confidence by
Kennedy. He compared that confidence to doctor-patient privilege.
"Everything mat is said is said in
confidence because the individual
comes to you precisely because he
trusts you to keep it secret, and these
are committed secrets," Paris said.
"You've made the commitment prior
to hearing it."
Maier argues that publicizing the
correspondences is not only proscribed in McSorley's will, but is also
important in creating a historical context around the assassination of John
F. Kennedy.
"It is probably one of the most
significant historical on-the-record
finds about the '63 assassination
aftermath," Maier said. "There are a
number of biographies and histories
that have relied on similar letters and
diaries. These are the types of things
that history is often written about."
Maier added that releasing such
documents is consistent, in his view,
with the position of other libraries
that have special collections involving
historical people.
According to Maier, he had no
qualms about imploring the university
to release the documents.
Maier claims that his interest in
getting the collection released was to
show the Kennedy's shift from what
he calls "Camelot imagery" to their
roots as an Irish-Catholic family in
Kennedy's time of spiritual struggle.
McSorley's diary does show that,
just a month after contemplating suicide, she admitted that it was "wrong.
It's just a way out," she said. The
diary also expressed Kennedy's regret
at not being able to say goodbye to her
husband, and the difficulty in dealing
with the assassination shortly after
the death of their prematurely born
son, Patrick. She worried about being
able to raise her own children and,
discussed letting them grow up with
Robert and Ethel Kennedy.
"I know now I won't ever get over
it," she wrote to McSorley. "But I am
getting better at hiding it from my
children."
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Around the World
China - China threatened Taiwan Wednesday that if the island's leaders pursue
independence, the "use of force may become unavoidable." Taiwan's president,
Chen Shui-bian runs for office again in March, and he has received increased
support since pushing plans for referendums for citizens to vote on their indpendence.
^^^^
England - An American surgical team from Louisville University
announced Wednesday that it was prepared to perform the world's
first facial transplant. The Royal College of Surgeons of England
said that they require more research before they will allow the team
to proceed with a transplant; a date for the first transplant has not
yet been set.
%k
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Gaza Strip - A man trying to cross the Israeli border Wednesday
fired on a group of Ecuadorean tourists, wounding five. The gunman was subsequently shot dead. The shooting came just as
Egyptian mediators met with the Palestinian Prime Minister in the
Gaza Strip to persuade militant groups to cease attacks on Israel.

Russia - The Russian Orthodox Church announced that it was suspending
relations with the Episcopal Church U.S.A. because of the consecration as
bishop this month of V. Gene Robinson of New Hampshire. The church said:
"We see a great danger to modern man in the processes which are going on in
the Episcopal Church in the U.S.A. ... The consequences are terrible, as even
people with normal sexual orientation are joining in homosexualism."

-*.

in
the News
3,000,000

dollar bond set for Michael
Jackson after authorities
issued a warrant on suspicion of sexual assault against
a minor.

90.5
hours chess player Garry
Kasparov contended against
computer "X3D Fritz" in their
fourth and final game before
the computer's programmers
and Kasparov agreed to a
tie.

60

maximum time, in minutes,
parking meters outside the
Hendrix student center will
soon allow motorists to occupy spaces.
homeless children who have
a respiratory illness for every
one non-homeless child with
a respiratory illness.
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CU QUIT helps students stamp out habit
Program provides support,
incentives to smokers who
want to quit.
SARAH BAILEY

Staff Writer
According to the most recent
CORE survey completed in April
2003, 30 percent of University
students reported using tobacco

products in the past 30 days.
However, Parvin Lewis, the
director of health education at
Redfern, noted that these statistics do not necessarily reflect the
percentage of students who smoke
on a regular basis. He stressed that
many had perhaps just smoked on
weekends while at bars or parties.
This Thursday, Redfern Health
Center, in conjunction with sev-

D/assistant photo editor

CANCER: According to the most recent CORE survey, 30 percent ofClemson
students have used tobacco products in the last 30 days.

eral student organizations, sponsored CU QUIT. In an effort to
decrease the level of tobacco use
on campus, the program provided
students with educational and support-oriented materials.
The student groups set up
CU QUIT stations in several
areas around campus, including
the Cox Plaza, the Horseshoe
Plaza, the Hendrix Center and
the Coooper library. These stations offered "quit kits," which
provided information about the
dangers of smoking. Additionally,
participants were able to complete
registration cards to become part
of support groups this spring.
According to Deborah Cantrell,
chairman of CU QUIT and a
human services coordinator with
Redfern's counseling center, the
formation of peer groups will
most likely increase the number
of students who stay dedicated to
not smoking.
CU QUIT was held in conjunction with the 27th annual Great
American Smoke-Out.
Cantrell also stressed that the
conjunction of the University's
new program with the Great
American Smoke-Out will "hopefully increase campus awareness
and create a bigger impact."

One of the organizations that
helped organize CU QUIT is
the Residence Hall Association
(RHA). "We are promoting the
general wellfare of students," said
Chris Damgen, vice-president of
RHA Internal Relations.
RHA hopes to establish designated smoking areas outside of
campus housing. New signs will
be posted to designate the areas,
and each area will have seating
and urns. RHA is working with
smokers and non-smokers in each
hall to determine the most convenient location for these smoking
areas.
After completing its proposal,
the association will submit the
suggested areas to the Housing
Department. They hope to have
the areas designated in less than
two weeks.
"Many students are interested
in a primarily smoke-free campus; we are meeting their needs
and providing designated areas for
smokers," Damgen explained.
Damgen
emphasized
that
through CU Quit, RHA is hoping
to educate students about the dangers of smoking, raise awareness
and encourage communication
student organizations such as the
Student Government.

Legalities of homosexuality confusing for citizens, stats
NANCY ZAGBAYOU

Technician (N.C. State U.)
(U-WIRE) - The Supreme Court,
in a 6-3 decision in June, held that
the right to privacy protects the
right for adults to engage in private,
consensual homosexual activity. The
ruling overruled the 1986 Bowers v.
Hardwick decision, which concluded
that history supported the ability of
states to prohibit private, consensual
homosexual activity.
Thirteen states, including North
Carolina, still have laws prohibiting
private homosexual activity. These
laws are not unconstitutional in line
with the Supreme Court decision.
Traciel Reid, an associate professor of political science at North
Carolina State University, said that
the court did not exceed its jurisdiction in Lawrence v. Texas.
"The Court should serve as a
guardian to help the politically
helpless or the politically unpopular
when constitutional principles are
undermined and/or constitutional
rights are denied or threatened,"
she said.
Robin Siska, president of the
Bisexuals, Gays, Lesbians and Allies

(BGLA) organization, said, "I feel
that the ruling in this case enables
members of the gay community to
become one step closer to being
recognized as human.
"This is a step closer to looking
beyond the sexual acts and seeing
people as people and not classify
them by sexual acts in which they
take part."
Siska believes that the immediate
impact of the case on campus will
be to open up dialogue and increase
opportunities for further education.
NC State students are divided
in their opinion of the case and its
impact on campus and America.
Some students feel that the case is
dangerous to the fabric of our society
because it lays the argument that one
can do whatever they want in the privacy of their homes. They feel that
morality does not matter any more.
Jamie Ballman, a junior in communications, disagrees with the
court's ruling.
"I don't think homosexuality
should have been legalized. I personally don't think it is the intended way
for romantic relationships," Ballman
said. Others think that individuals
have the right to their privacy.

"It is not fair to go inside the bedroom of anyone, regardless of sexual
orientation," Siska said.
Thomas Wright, a freshman in
biological sciences, feels that people
should do what they feel as long as it
does not affect others.
"What people choose to do in
their own privacy is not any of my
concern," he said.
In his opinion, the ruling does not
really affect life on campus because
"people were not waiting for the ruling to engage in such activity."
"It is not like we are surrounded
by homosexuality. You never see
it really," said Thomas Ragot, a
freshman in First Year College.
"Homosexuals are not trying to
impose their way of life on others.
People are imagining things. It is just
like being racist without ever coming in contact with members of the
group you hate."
Although
several
students
expressed strong opinions about the
issue, there are a large number of
NCSU students who are not aware
of the case and its consequences.
As Jared Milrad, a sophomore in
fisheries and wildlife sciences, said,
"I think most students are unaware

of the Lawrence v. Texas court decision and its impacts."
"Lawrence raised more questions
than it answered and sparked more
controversy than it quashed," Reid
said.
"The gay community may attempt
to use the ruling to challenge laws
and practices that discriminate
against homosexuals in a wide range
of areas such as employment, housing and family."
Siska's opinion concurs, as she
said, "Now that the actual sex act is
not deemed 'illegal,' we can move
on to other aspects that are of more
importance like attaining the same
rights that heterosexuals have."
One primary concern may be
whether Lawrence v. Texas will lead
to a constitutional declaration supporting same-sex marriage.
"It is hard to predict whether or
to what extent Lawrence will be
employed in the same-sex marriage
debate," Reid said.
"As young people today, the
sexuality debate and the rights of
heterosexuals and homosexuals will
be the biggest and most influential
social discussion over the next few
decades," Milrad said.

Pershing Rifles Present Colors

KALK photo editor

Clemson University's Pershing Rifles march offFrank Howard Field after presenting the colors in the
pregame ceremony Saturday November 15, which was designated as Military Appreciation Day.
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Police storm
high school
South Carolina school
interrupted by large-scale
drug search.
ISAIAH TRILLO

Staff Writer
Imagine being back in high school,
walking the hallways between class,
stopping at your locker to switch
books or talk with friends. Suddenly,
over a dozen police officers storm
into the building with guns drawn,
screaming for everyone to kneel
down with their hands on their head.
Sounds like something out of an
action movie, right? For over 100
students at Stratford High School
just north of Charleston, it was very
much a reality.
On the morning of
November 5, 14 Goose Creek city
police entered the school with the
intent of performing a drug search.
The search came after a student at
the school informed officials of drug
sales on school grounds. Footage of
the search was captured on one of
the 48 security cameras installed in
the school.
Drug searches are not uncommon
in public schools, and school officials have the right to perform locker
inspections at any time. However,
it is the method of the search that
has many parents and students up
inarms.
Observers noted that several of
the officers had their guns drawn and
pointed at the students in the crowded
hallway, forcing them up against the
walls and onto the ground.
Fourteen students, who the police
claimed were not complying with
orders, were handcuffed. Police
dogs brought into the hallway reacted
positively to twelve student's book
bags, but no drugs were found and
no arrests were made.
Students were frightened by the
event. Aaron Sims, a 14-year-old
student at the school, told reporters: "They would go put a gun up
to them, push them against the wall,
take their book bags and search them.
They just came up and got my friend,
not even saying anything or what was
going to happen ... I was scared."
Ideally, a school is a secure environment for both students and teachers, but is it possible to go too far in
search of that goal? Roger Rolin,
former president of the Piedmont
area branch of the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU), believes
it is. "Probable cause is required
to be able to search a student's personal belongings," said Rolin. He
continued, "Having probable cause
to search a handful of students is
acceptable, but corralling over a
hundred students with guns drawn
reminds me of Gestapo tactics."
Graham Boyd, director of the drug
policy project for the ACLU agreed,
saying, "You absolutely cannot
bring police with guns drawn into a
school."
The incident is under investigation
by multiple organizations, including the ACLU, the school district
and local and state police. Police
had been monitoring tapes from the
school's security cameras for several
days, and reported "consistent, organized drug activity."
After the school's principal
reviewed the tapes, he invited police
into the school, asking them to
respond to the illegal activity documented on the tapes. David Barrow,
secondary school supervisor for the
Berkeley School District, said the
school was unaware that weapons
would be drawn, but stated the
school believed action was necessary
as a result of the drug activity.
Lt. Dave Aarons of the Goose
Creek Police Department defended
the use of the drawn weapons.
"Anytime narcotics and money are
involved there is the reasonable
assumption that weapons will be
involved," he said. He continued,
"Our primary concern was the safety
of the students [and] everyone else
involved."
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Grant funds biodiesel research
Professor researches
soybean, cooking oil's uses
as diesel fuel substitutes.

The following are arrests that were made by the Clemson University
police department from Thursday, November 13 to Wednesday,
November 19.
November 12*
6:04 a.m., Steve Lamar Wilson, Injury to Person, FMO, officer:
Hogue
*(This arrest was not reported the week of November 6 through
November 12.)
November 13
12:11 a.m., Miles Larason, possession of a controlled substance,
Hwy. 93, officer: Hogue
12:11 a.m., Lorin Holmes, possession of a controlled substance,
Hwy. 93, officer: Hogue
1:39 a.m., Harrison Malcolm, public disorderly conduct: drunk,
Hwy. 93, officer: Hogue
November 14
12:23 a.m., Kirsten Baxter, public disorderly conduct, minor in
possession, assault, Shoeboxes, officer: Lyle
12:23 a.m., Katherine Sturtevant, public disorderly conduct, minor
in possession, Shoeboxes, officer: Lyle
12:23 a.m., Matthew Bregel, public disorderly conduct, minor in
possession, Shoeboxes, officer: Lyle
8:40 p.m., Paula Burton, public disorderly conduct, malicious
damage, Littlejohn, officer: Durham
10:30 p.m. Deborah Slaten, public disorderly conduct, Littlejohn,
officer: Felton
10:43 p.m., Homer Anderson, public disorderly conduct,
Littlejohn, officer: Vissage
November 15
12:53 a.m., Eric Peters, public disorderly conduct: drunk, Barre
Street, officer: Hillyer
12:53 a.m., Aaron Wittie, public disorderly conduct: drunk, Barre
Street, officer: Hillyer
3:09 a.m., Eric Vails, public disorderly conduct: drunk, Byrnes,
officer: Owen
4:11 a.m., Matthew Bridges, trespass after notice, Benet Hall,
officer: Hillyer
November 16
3:13 a.m., Patrick Parsons, public disorderly conduct: drunk, Hwy.
93, officer: Hillyer

SARAH OLIVER
Staff Writer
The increasingly "fast-paced" lifestyle that has led many Americans to
eat meals on-the-go from restaurants
such as McDonald's and Burger King,
could soon also contribute to reduced
gasoline prices and decreased wear
and tear on diesel engines.
Recently, James G. Goodwin,
professor and chairman of Clemson's
chemical engineering department,
received nearly $900,000 in federal
grant money to launch research into
producing diesel fuel from cooking
oils, including recycled oils from fast
food products.
Biodiesel, made from biological
material, can already be produced
from animal fats, vegetable oils and
greases from fast food restaurants.
One billion pounds, or 150 million
gallons of used oil per year, is made
by grease from french fries and other
fast food products alone.
Goodwin noted that using biodiesel
is particularly helpful to the environ-

Biodiesel Fuel
Restaurant Waste and Fossil Fuel Combined

20% Cooking Oil

November 13
1:32 p.m., damage to vehicle, lot C-7, officer: McGill
2:51 p.m., motor vehicle accident, Jervey, officer: Ashley
November 14
11:38 p.m., motor vehicle accident, Hwy. 93, officer: Demaio
2:54 p.m., passing school bus, Hwy. 93, officer: Felton
5:12 p.m., motor vehicle accident, Ave. of Champions, officer:
Vissage

6:33 p.m., stolen vehicle, Lightsey Bridge, officer: Robinson
6:33 p.m., disturbance, Long Hall, officer: Kaylor
November 15
1:54 p.m., minor in possession, lot 13, officer: Hughey
1:54 p.m., minor in possession, lot 13, officer: Hughey
2:55 p.m., grand larceny, lot 4, officer: McGill
6:46 p.m., motor vehicle accident, Benet/Sirrine, officer: Kaylor
November 16
12:31 a.m., malicious damage, Byrnes, officer: Hughey
November 17
7:57 a.m., motor vehicle accident, Hwy. 93, officer: Demaio
4:45 p.m., motor vehicle accident, lot E-4, officer: McAbee
6:02 p.m., harassing calls, Calhoun Courts, officer: Ashley
November 18
2:15 a.m., harassing calls, Holmes, officer: Hillyer
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FUEL FOR THOUGHT: Biodiesel fuel can be made from a combination of
cooking oil or soybean oil and petroleum oil.

Goodwin and his team will research
are solid and not corrosive; therefore they will help reduce the costs
of replacing equipment. Acid and
base catalysts will be the center of
Goodwin's research.
His goal for the end of the threeyear project that began this October
is to improve the entire process of
fuel production. The overall goal for
research with biodiesel is to increase
America's energy independence and
reduce reliance on foreign oil. The
main use of biodiesel will be in the
diesel engines of automobiles and
generators that produce electricity.
Current costs for biodiesel exceed
those of traditional, petroleumbased diesel by about 15 to 30
cents. However, the overall costs of
biodiesel have decreased in the past
year. These continuing trends in cost
reduction will soon make biodiesel
competitive with petroleum-based
diesel fuel.
Despite the current higher prices,
biodiesel fuel sales are steadily
increasing. In 2001, sales in the
United States reached more than 20
million gallons, a sharp contrast to the
seven million gallons sold the previous year.
Soybeans are the main candidate
for fuel production purposes. For
farmers in South Carolina, soybeans
constitute the majority of acres
planted each year.
Goodwin noted that current production of biodiesel fuel in the United
States is evenly divided between soybean oil and reused cooking oil from
restaurants. This use of soybeans provides farmers with a profitable cash
crop and creates a better economy
for states like South Carolina ... He
also pointed out that biodiesel fuel
currently supplies a mere 0.5 percent
of the diesel fuel market in the United
States. If research succeeds, the goal
to increase to 15 percent over the next
ten years may be reached.

Research sheds light on radiation
University researcher at the
forefront of efforts to study
gamma rays.
DANIEL LOWREY
News Editor

The following calls were among those that the Clemson University
fire department responded to from Wednesday, November 13 to
Wednesday, November 19.

ment; the only other use (for the
oils) is animal feed. He also pointed
out that it is difficult to dispose of
the excess. Additionally, the fuel
is biodegradable, and it reduces air
pollutants such as carbon monoxide,
hydrocarbons and particulates.
Animal fats and vegetable oils
have been used for years to produce
diesel fuel, but the process has some
drawbacks.
Goodwin emphasized, "Biodiesel
fuel has been produced and tested for
years as an alternative to petroleumbased diesel fuel. We are looking for a
better catalyst for the process."
Liquid catalysts such as sodium
hydroxide and lye are typically used
in fuel production. However, these
substances can eat away at equipment
and react with each other to form soap.
Expenses of biodiesel fuel production
are usually increased by the cost of
separation the two catalysts.
Goodwin intends to find a catalyst
that does not mix with the biodiesel
product or require removal.
"Solid catalysts do not need to be
removed because they do not mix
with the biodiesel product," said
Goodwin.
The catalytic materials that

to look at the basics of high-energy radiation. My research deals
with these kinds of high-energy
photons."
Hartmann explains that such
high-energy is generally only
produced by the most violent
of cosmic events. This violence
manifests itself in X- and gammarays.
"When
particle
velocities
become large, special phenomena
take place — similar to supersonic
airplane Shockwaves. Such relativistic phenomena are what make
this research exciting."
"Of course, the jet picture is a
theoretical construct, as we can
not actually image these systems.
Their distances are so large that
the geometry of these explosions
can only be inferred indirectly,"
he adds.
One of the most interesting
aspects of GRB research has been
the connection with supernovae.
By detecting radio waves and
optical light called "afterglow,"
astronomers have been able to
examine how stars have evolved
over time as well as theorize about
the events that happened immediately following the Big Bang.
Supernovae and gamma-ray
bursts are made visible when mass

is sucked into a black hole. The
mass is then heated and radiates
gamma-rays.
Hartmann compared GRBs to a
flashlight, in that they only come
as a beam from one direction.
As a result, telescopic detectors
must watch the entire sky to catch
them.
Evidence for beaming comes
from the way the afterglow of
GRBs dims over time. Within
days of the initial burst, the rate
of dimming increases suddenly,
which would happen naturally if
the observed radiation came from
a narrow jet of material moving
at close to the speed of light.
Because of relativistic effects,
the observer sees more and more
of the jet as it slows down (like a
geometric cone pulsing outward
from the black hole).
Telescopes themselves cannot
create images of gamma-ray bursts,
though, because the gamma-rays
are too intense to image. Recently,
polarization techniques have made
it possible to portray the gamma
radiation in a visible form. "It's
like we're wearing polarized sunglasses because the radiation is too
bright," Hartmann chuckles.
"As a scientist I say, here's what
I see, how do I explain it?"

You might not know it from his
office — a cozy corner of Kinard
hall, its shelves littered with astrophysics journals and back-issued
science magazines — but Dr.
Dieter Hartmann is on the cutting
edge.
"I wouldn't say my area of study
is on the fringe, but what I'm
working with is the most exotic
and extreme phenomena in astrophysics today," says Hartmann, a
University astrophysicist. "It's like
the extreme sports of astronomy."
While most students would not
think of theoretical physics as
hip and happening, Hartmann's
research has attracted attention for
its place at the forefront of modern
astrophysics.
Recently, Hartmann co-authored
a paper that investigates the effects
of one of the century's brightest gamma-ray bursts. The study
appeared Nov. 13 in "Nature," one
of the nation's pre-eminent scientific journals.
As recently as a decade ago
no one had yet figured out what
caused gamma-ray bursts (GRB)
— flashes of high-energy radiation that light up the sky once
or twice a day. Now, scientists
believe GRBs are the ultimate
cosmic eulogy: Simultaneously
signaling the death of a supernova
and the birth cry of a black hole in
its place, GRBs release fantastic
amounts of energy, primarily in
the form of gamma rays, in an
explosion lasting only a few seconds.
Hartmann's group's findings
help support this theory.
"The basic GRB paradigm
involves a pair of opposite jets
emerging from a black hole. To BEAM ME UP, SCOTTIE: Astronomers use radio waves and visible
afterglow radiation to locate gamma-ray burst origins.
understand this research we need
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Blood drive rivalry with USC increases participation
Rivalry, charity increase
student support for 19th
annual blood drive.

cally. I waited to give blood for
this Clemson-Carolina Blood Drive
event."
Junior Andrea Robillard said,
"Clemson should never lose to
Carolina in anything and I always
give blood."
Michael Cauley, the blood drive
chair, noted that this year the blood
drive even received several corporate sponsors.
Donors received a free T-shirt as
well as coupons and products from
sponsors such as Hardee's, Skin's
Hotdogs and Coca-Cola. Bradshaw
Hummer of Greer also displayed
two Hummers behind the Hendrix
Student Center and behind the
Student Union as part of the blood
drive.
Cauley noted that Clemson leads,
12-6 overall, in the 18-year competition, which is the state's largest
blood drive. The two schools have
collected more than 47, 000 units of
blood since the competition began.
Clemson's goal this year is to collect 2,500 units of blood; last year
the Univsersity collected 1,800.
"The turnout has been incredible
and all donors will get a coke and
cookies to get the sugar back into
their body after their donation.
Carolina has won the past three
years and we are trying to break
their streak," said Cauley.

COREY GREENE

Staff Writer
. The Tigers and Gamecocks
may be bitter football rivals when
they take the field on Nov. 22 in
Columbia, but two student organizations have also turned this
competition into a chance to help
others.
The week before the big game,
Clemson and USC battled for
blood in the 19th annual ClemsonCarolina Blood Drive sponsored by
Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity.
It is a competition that Clemson is
serious about winning.
From 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. each day,
the University campus and community residents donated blood Nov.
17-21 at the Palmetto Ballroom in
the Edgar Brown University Union,
the Hendrix Center or the Cooper
Library. The AnMed Regional
Blood Center of Spartanburg and
the Blood Connection of Greenville
collected the blood.
Charles Chancellor said, "I
always donated blood because it is
a good thing for society.
It makes me feel good physi-
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abandon the war on terror. This
type of war has the potential to be "a
war without end."
A war on terror is a war that is
"frightful, abstract" and based upon
"ideological issues;" instead, the
United States should combat specific regimes and policies.
Emphasizing the importance of
knowing "where you are going" as
a country, he noted that the United
States needs to remember the dignity

Several donors noted that while
they try to give blood as often as
possible, the blood drive definitely
has encouraged them to give more
often.
Sophomore Brandon Harbrecht
said, "I always have given blood. I
know I am a O negative. That is the
rarest blood type and I always go to
the Clemson blood drive events."

Graduate student Jimmy Tenpas
said, "I do this to help people out. It
would be nice to see Clemson win
it. I have been doing this for five
years and hope we beat the cocks."
Freshman Mandy Hackenburg
also noted that she tried to bring
as many friends as possible with
her to the blood drive. She emphasized that giving blood is about

more than beating a rival school,
but the competition also increases
participation.
"I feel like the positive feedback
from friends encourages people to
come out and give," Hackenburg
said. "But I love giving blood; it
was important to me in high school
and I'm happy to be able to continue giving blood at Clemson."

Howard Dean releases education plan

1

Association of Higher Education
up to 30 other institutions will also be
able to come to Clemson to research
and work in the studio.
The studio will have many different forms of digital communication
devices to assist students including
projection units, a sound system,
computers and Smart Boards, plasma
screens resembling monitors. The
studio will also have areas to rehearse
speeches, put up storyboards and
create posters. According to Yancey,
these aspects enhance the theme of
the studio, "Talking Walls" which is
carried throughout on the white board,
and corkboard walls.
Dr. Billings, Communication
Studies liaison on the Pearce Center
research team noted that "this studio
does not take the place of any studio,
but this is the place to go for the communication across the curriculum.
It's about communication in any class
on campus, the written, oral, digital
and visual ... to help students move
quickly from one type of communication to the next."
Students will be staffing the studio.
For a student to be able to work in
the studio they must take English
459/659, a studio composition and
communication or English 831 studio
composition and consulting. These

LECTURE
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GOING FOR BLOOD: Students gave blood in the Hendrix center this week as part of the Clemson and USC blood drive.

classes prepare students to be able
to assist other students with working and transferring information in
papers, speeches and Power Point
presentations into other forms of
communication.
Faculty will also be welcome to
come help in the studio, but for paying positions to be formed additional
funding will be needed.
Dr. Yancey emphasized, "There
is no other place in the country that
thinks of communication in a studio
environment that includes the visual
and includes digital technology. We
are one of a kind."
Other universities such as Michigan
Tech and Virginia Tech have already
made plans to visit the finished studio. Many faculty are involved with
the Pearce Center, and the advisory
board for the studio has already begun
publicizing the studio with published
articles and book chapters about what
is happening at the University.
According to Yancey, the studio
is "a natural extension ... (and will)
provide a single place where students
can work on all aspects of communication." This studio will enhance
the "communication across the curriculum" program for which Clemson
was given the Time Magazine School
of the Year award in 2001.

1
of other countries and the virtue of
humility.
He posed that "if you take
(people's) dignity away, they will be
your enemies forever."
After delivering his speech,
Dickey answered questions from the
audience. After a University professor asked for advice for students,
Dickey stressed higher education's
role in teaching "about the rest of
the world."

RICHARD CLOUGH

Daily Bruin
(U. California-Los Angeles)
(U-WIRE) — As the countdown
to the next presidential election continues, Democratic candidates have
begun to release their policies on
higher education, aiming at reducing
the tuition and increasing the number
of students who attend college.
Of all the democratic candidates,
only former Vermont Gov. Howard
Dean, the front-runner for the
Democratic presidential primary, has
released a detailed policy on how he
plans to improve higher education.
Dean spoke with students and
reporters last Thursday via telephone
conference after unveiling his plan
for higher education.
He said his plan will guarantee each student access to at least
$10,000 a year for college through a
combination of grants and loans.
The candidate hopes to use this
financial incentive to entice students
in elementary school to stay in school
because only 62 percent of students
in the eighth grade finish high school,
Dean said.
Dean also addressed the financial
burden students face after they finish
college.
"(Students) will never have to pay
more than 10 percent of their income
after college on student loan payments," he said.
"If they go into public service, they
will never pay more than 7 percent of
their income," he added.
Dean's policy also guarantees
students that their loans would be
completely paid off if they made payments for 10 years.
Dean might have taken a risk by
releasing such an extensive policy
four months before the presidential
primaries because when candidates
announce sizeable policies early, it

gives their opponents more points on
which to attack, said political science
Associate Professor Matthew Baum
at the University of California-Los
Angeles.
"There is an overarching pressure
to not take specific positions early
on," Baum said.
Dean also proposed an expansion
of AmeriCorps, a large volunteer
organization. His entire plan has an
estimated price tag of $7.1 billion,
Dean said.
Dean blamed the Bush administration for the national increase in college tuition rates and said the finances
for his plan would come from a repeal
of the Bush tax cut.
The three main branches of
higher education in California, the
University of California, California
State University and community
colleges, have all raised student fees
recently. Over the past six months,
the UC system has raised student fees
by 30 percent.
"These ... public schools are
raising their tuitions because the
government's cutting back their share
(of federal funds)," Dean said.
The other front-runners in the
Democratic primaries have less specific policies on higher education,
but many blame the current admin-

istration for the problems currently
afflicting colleges and universities.
Senator John Kerry, D-Mass., aims
to stop rising tuition through his program entitled "State Tax Relief and
Education Fund." The plan would
increase the amount of federal funds
schools receive by $50 billion, which
would come from a repeal of tax cuts
for the wealthiest taxpaying bracket,
said a spokesman for Kerry.
Kerry also proposed a plan to help
schools work together to make operations more efficient while maintaining educational quality, according to a
press release from Kerry's campaign
headquarters.
Congressman Richard Gephardt,
D-Mo., has made several brief statements on higher education, asserting
that he will protect affirmative action
and increase federal funding to help
students pay for college.
Ret. Army General Wesley Clark
has yet to issue an official policy on
higher education. A spokesman for
Clark said he was unsure when such
a policy would be released.
Laura Stoker, associate professor
of political science at UC Berkeley,
said most candidates will wait until
later in their campaigns to appeal to
college students because students'
opinions are easily swayed.

• Ice Cold Beer
Jumbo Margaritas
Hearty Steaks
•Killer Ribs
• Prime Rib

The Central High School Lofts
Located in a beautifully restored school listed on the
National Register, these units are just minutes away from
the Clemson Campus
Amenities include:
• Large Windows
• Heart Pine Floors
• Fitness Area
• High Ceilings
• Open Floor Plans -jcajcai; • Central Heat and Air
Please call 903-2605 today for more information

4199 Clemson Blvd.
Anderson, SC 29621
Call 864-225-2455
Fax 864-225-4432
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Male college enrollment declines
Lynda Tredway, an instructor
at the UC Berkeley Graduate
School of Education, who has
published work on the minority
(U-WIRE) — Berkeley High achievement gap.
School senior Chris Carlisle isn't
Tredway says the college genplanning to apply to University der gap stems from racial percepof California-Berkeley this year. tions and low K-12 performance
In fact, he's not sending any for males. From the onset of their
applications to college.
school experience, the odds are
"I want to be a firefighter," against black and Latino boys,
Carlisle says. "I just ain't thought she says.
about college."
"There's a racial dimension in
Carlisle's decision reflects a the classroom that is unavoidgrowing national trend — fewer able," Tredway says. "Teachers
men are choosing to go to college, 'adultify' the behavior of
and now make up just under 44 African-American and Hispanic
percent of stumales.
They
dents enrolled ^^^^___^_ _^^^_^^^_ are not seen as
in degree-grantjust boys, but
feared as men."
ing institutions "The issue is not oneacross
the sided. Students who
This mentality often transcountry.
are failing have to take lates into highWith
this
responsibility.
And we
er suspension
phenomenon,
UC Berkeley's need to think of better
rates for those
boys, Tredway
gender gap has
says, which in
reversed.
At ways to foster their
turn increases
54 percent of human potential. They
the likelihood
the college-age are falling through the
student body,
of dropouts.
Blacks
in
women
out- cracks."
number
men
particular are
in every ethnic
suspended from
LISA KALA
more
group
except
lecturer in the Graduate school of school
Education often than stuamong whites.
"It's
pretty ^^^^^^~ ^^^—^^^^ dents in other
cool,"
says
ethnic groups,
junior sociology major Maritza according to the National Center
Barajas. "Before, women experi- for Education Studies.
And statewide, dropout rates
enced so many restrictions when
it came to higher education. Now for black male high school
we're less dependent on men eco- seniors are more than three times
higher than for Asian-American
nomically."
But among minorities, the gap males, according to the California
is extreme. Of about 1,200 black Department of Education.
students on campus this fall,
Few of those black and Latino
nearly 800 are women. Asian- males who stay in school even
American females outnumber take all courses required for UC
Asian-American males by more entrance. Last year, more than
than 1,000.
twice as many Asian-American
Such an unbalanced increase male graduates completed the
in female presence on college required courses as compared
campuses may not be altogether to black and Latino students,
healthy, some experts say.
according to the department.
"Sociologically, it throws
The trend of low K-12 perthings way out of balance," says formance for boys carries over
SHADI RAHIMI
Daily Californian
(U. California-Berkeley)

into college applications. Tens of
thousands more female than male
high school students took the
SATs last fall in California.
Last year, thousands more
women applied to UC Berkeley
than men. Women made up threequarters of all Latino applicants
to UC Berkeley. Black female
applicants outnumbered males by
more than 400.
Black males sometimes have
difficulty picturing themselves
in college when they do not see
others there already, says Justin
Martin, a junior social welfare
major.
Martin is a member of 100
College Black Men, which
has brought black males from
Berkeley High to UC Berkeley
for tours and workshops.
When they get here they
have a lot of interest," Martin
says. "They see that a lot of the
obstacles they face are the same
as what we're going through. The
struggle is the same."
While women nationwide have
found ways around long-standing
race and class barriers, studies
suggest such obstacles are still
holding men back.
And although low performance
in high school may explain
the small number of black and
Latino male college applicants, it
remains unclear why a gender gap
exists among Asian-Americans,
experts say.
Theories about why some
minority males perform poorly
in school are as abundant as the
solutions offered, says Lisa Kala,
a lecturer in the Graduate School
of Education.
They're so plentiful, Kala's
cabinet drawer is stuffed with
minority achievement study
materials.
"The issue is not one-sided,"
Kala says. "Students who are
failing have to take responsibility. And we need to think of better
ways to foster their human potential. They are falling through the
cracks."
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Task force shows progress
SONJA ELMQUIST
The Daily Iowan (U. Iowa)
(U-WIRE) — The Iowa City
Alcohol and Bar Committee submitted a midyear report to the Iowa
City Council last week, outlining its
progress on recommendations made
in April by a task force to curb binge
drinking.
Nine of 16 recommendations by
the Student 21-Policy Task Force
have been enacted at least partially;
they include such categories as
"alternatives," "bar policy" and
"monitoring."
"We want to take as many
small steps as possible, and over
time, we hope to see meaningful
change," said alcohol-panel member and University of Iowa Student
Government President Nate Green.
He noted the recent cooperation
among interested parties as opposed
to the confrontational "us versus
them" mentality that surrounded the
debate last spring over a proposed
21-ordinance.
Green cited a 10,000-hour show
— a concert open only to students
who complete 10 hours of volunteer
service — as an example of how
students can become involved in the
community and find alternatives to
destructive behavior such as binge
drinking.
Carolyn Cavitt, an alcohol-panel
member and a co-coordinator
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of the Stepping Up Project, said
the "Training for Intervention
Procedures" course offered to bar
employees was especially significant
because of a high turnout during this
fall.
The Iowa Alcoholic Beverages
Division and Iowa City police teach
the course, which is not mandatory.
"More than 700 servers have been
trained. That's major," she said.
Iowa City received a grant from
the state alcohol agency to hold the
training, said alcohol-panel member
and City Councilor Ross Wilburn.
"It could have been any city," he
said.
Wilburn said Iowa City was chosen because students, law-enforcement officials and bar owners are taking part in an organized conversation
about responsible alcohol use.
The next step is to look at how
alcohol is advertised, said Lynn
Walding, the Iowa Alcoholic
Beverages Division administrator.
"Advertising is the big issue on
the national front," he said, adding
that Atlas World Grill, 127 Iowa
Ave., and the Sports Column, 12 S.
Dubuque St., have added messages
to their advertising urging students to
drink responsibly.
"Groups that don't normally
communicate have worked together
much better than in the past to find
common ground and workable solutions," Walding said.

1

sion can often be a "very positive"
thing for a fraternity, allowing the
members to improve their group and
return to campus "ready to make a
positive contribution."
Former Student Body President
Angelo Mitsopoulos echoed Kittle's
sentiments about suspension saying,
"I think that when a fraternity is
forced to examine itself that it has an
opportunity to refocus itself back to
what its values are and therefore can
experience a positive change."
He also felt that "being a part
of a fraternity is about being part

of something greater than they are,
part of that is owning up to their
actions."
Mitsopoulos' fraternity, Beta
Theta Pi, was formerly suspended
from campus and returned to campus in 1997.
Kittle also pointed out that "on
the assumption" the fraternity ceases
all functions including philanthropy,
recruitment and organizational
affiliated parties, the fraternity will
be able to petition the IFC and the
University to be re-admitted after the
period of suspension.

REDFERN'S FLU SHOT CAMPAIGN
HAS BEEN VERY SUCCESSFUL
THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING:
ARMY ROTC
STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY COMMITTEE (SHAC)
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
AND ALL THE STUDENTS WHO CAME

Flu Shots are still available
No Appointment needed
Drop by Redf em between 8am - 4pm
Cost $10
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Have a healthy Holiday
PAID ADVERTISEMENT

USC Game
The Tigers will contend against
the Gamecocks on Saturday for
the 101st time at 7:00 p.m. in
Columbia. The game will be televised on espn2.
Run Clemson Run
The brothers of Sigma Nu
fraternity at Clemson and USC
united this week to raise money
for the Mid-Atlantic Chapter of
the National Multiple Sclerosis
Society. The brothers held their
annual game ball run. They ran
with the ball 138 miles from
Columbia to Clemson. Clemson's
runners left from the Esso Club in
Clemson Thursday at 4:30 p.m.
and ran to Greenwood, where
they handed the ball off to the
USC students. The ball will
arrive in Columbia around 5 p.m.
Friday.
Photography Show
Through November 26 froml5 p.m. each day, a exhibit of 36
black-and-white
photographs
will be on display in the Brooks
Center Lobby. The exhibit is
entitiled "Who Among Us?" The
subjects are identified by first
name only with no indication of
who is homeless.
Kwanza Celebration
On December 1, the Gantt
Intercultural Center will be spon-

soring a Kwanzaa celebration at
Tillman Hall Auditorium. The
Program begins at 6 p.m. and will
be followed by a dinner and vendors fair at 7.
Forest Dedication
Governor Mark Sanford helped
dedicate the almost 12,500 acre
Wee Tee State Forest along the
Santee River on Tuesday. State
and federal agencies along with
private conservation groups raised
the $8.1 million to buy the land in
Williamsburg and Georgetown
counties. The new state forest will
be open to the public in January
for fishing, hunting and other recreational use. The tract includes
about 780 acres of upland hardwood and pine.
Roy Moore Removed
Roy Moore, the controversial
"Ten Commandments judge"
from Alabama, was ousted
as chief justice of the state's
Supreme Court on Thursday.
William Thompson, chief judge
of the Court of the Judiciary,
which ruled on Moore's status,
said that the rule of law dictates
that losing litigants follow court
orders. "In defying that order,
the chief justice placed himself
above the law," Thompson said.
The decision by the nine-member panel to remove Moore was
unanimous.
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Dual enrollment courses need major overhaul
Many Clemson courses offer graduate as
well as undergraduate credit for the same
class, and other courses offer honors credit
for honors students in the same class as
regular undergraduates. A very few courses
even combine all three types of students in
the same class.
Dual enrollment courses such as these
are going to be necessary to some extent
at a school of Clemson's size and budget
constraints. But the current state of many
of these classes is harmful for every group
involved, and that is simply unacceptable.
As long as these courses are necessary, they
must be done better.
Most people on campus agree that as a
general rule, these classroom arrangements
are not optimal. Calhoun Honors College
Director Steve Wainscott, who agreed that
the dual enrollment honors courses were
currently necessary, admitted that he knew
of "only a few instances where everyone is
satisfied."
Why is this the case? The basic problem
is that the difference in amount of work
and level of education is in most cases
not nearly comparable to the difference in
credit earned for the course by the different groups of students. Quite often the only
distinction is a couple extra questions on
an exam, a couple extra pages added on to
the final paper or a brief presentation to the
class. These simply do not make a regular
course honors material or an undergraduate
course graduate level education.
The regular students with honors students
and the undergraduates in 400/600-level
courses feel slighted because they often
do the same basic work and face the same

Amount of work
required by the

same class

grading system while earning only regular
undergraduate credit. Most of them would
be happy to write an extra two pages on a
paper and be considered a graduate student,
if that was possible.
In addition, in these shared courses, who
will sometimes have the best opportunity to
get into the class? That's right, honors students with priority registration. Once they
fill their section of the course, some may
also register for the normal section.

But don't think the honors and graduate students enjoy the arrangement much
either. Honors students want the academic
enrichment they expect as members of the
Honors College, and sometimes in these
larger classes this is simply not possible.
Likewise, graduate students are graduate
students because they want to take their
education to another level - not to another
couple questions on the final exam. They
want a semester-long experience that is

deeper and more beneficial to them, and
that's what they're paying for in most
cases.
Granted, handling these various levels
and groups of students is no easy task for
any professor, but if these classes are going
to be successful, extra effort on the part
of the professors teaching the courses is
essential.
Some ideas for how to achieve this
improvement in the classes include writing
completely separate tests for each group
of students or having additional meetings, work and projects for the honors and
graduate students. A simple increase in
the workload is not sufficient to merit the
distinction in credit level; rather, the difference must be depth and challenge as well
as quantity.
This will certainly require creativity on
the part of faculty members, but there is
more than one effective way to administer
these classes. Effort to design an effective
method, however, is essential.
The current level of many of these
classes is hurting the quality of the honors
and graduate education at Clemson. And
while offering these courses may be necessary, this negative impact is not. Students,
faculty and administrators all need to
work together to modify an aspect of the
University's academic program that has
much room for improvement.
The opinions expressed in these editorials are written
by the opinions editor and represent the majority
opinion of The Tiger senior staff. In representing the
majority view, the staff editorials may not represent
the individual view of any particular member.

BCS system works well, could use tweaks SPEAKING0U1
Once again college football bowl season is
approaching, and once again college football fans are
complaining about the BCS. What else is new? While
there may be room for improvement in the system
and a playoff system would have many advantages,
the BCS is still an outstanding method for finding a
national champion.
The biggest complaint, of course, is that it sometimes fails to get the two best teams to play against
each other in the national championship game. Some
years this does happen, but hold on ... Is there any
major sport that does this anybetter than the BCS
does?
Very rarely do two No. 1 seeds meet in the Final
Four. Wild-card teams like the Florida Marlins consistently make the World Series. The Super Bowl is
rarely a showdown of the regular season NFC champ
against the regular season AFC champ. All in all, the
BCS does an excellent job of getting the top teams to
play each other quite often.
Two things the BCS bowl system also provides are
excitement and money. The conference ties to many
of the bowl games provide big payoffs to keep college football so competitive across the country. And
while the "other" bowl games don't offer a shot at the
national title, they still create some very intriguing
match-ups year after year.
Would a playoff system have some advantages?
Sure. There is actually time for a four- or eight-team
playoff in college football that would wrap up around
New Year's Day. And even an eight-team playoff

would add only two games to each teams' schedule.
But this factor could be harmful to college players
who are not used to the more rigorous demands of a
15-game season.
Still, a playoff system is a viable option. It would
provide the excitement of the Final Four and make the
teams earn their championship over a three-week period of consistent tough games. But until such a time
becomes realistic, people should respect the BCS.
The BCS incorporates a number of important factors, including strength of schedule, quality wins and
of course major poll ranking. One glaring fault is
the ridiculous computer polls it includes. In one this
week, Florida (8-3) is ranked fourth, ahead of USC
(9-1). In another, Miami-Ohio (No. 18 in the AP) is
ranked fourth. Taking these ratings into account at all
just doesn't make sense.
Eliminating the computer poll component of the
BCS would be no major problem and would allow
the major polls to weigh more heavily on the rankings
while still being tweaked by the strength of schedule
and quality wins factors.
Hopefully, the BCS will eventually become a system that can determine the top four or eight teams
who then meet in a playoff to determine the national
champion, but until then let's enjoy the current thrill
of bowl season.

What do you think about dual
enrollment graduate and honors
courses?

Emily Hearon

Terence Polk

comm. studies

management
senior

"I have no problem with it. There
are already problems trying to find
enough teachers ... As long as (grad.
and honors students) are doing more
to earn it, I see no problem with it."

"I don't think dual enrollment is
fair to graduate or undergraduate
students. The caliber and quality of
work that is expected is different in
each level."

The opinions expressed in these editorials are written by the
opinions editor and represent the majority opinion of The Tiger
senior staff. In representing the majority view, the staff editorials
may not represent the individual view of any particular member.

Megan Chase

Chad Edens

graphic comm.
grad. student

graphic comm.
junior

BRIEF PAWS
A man who hanged himself in a garden building at Budapest University was
mistaken for modern art by workers. What has modern art come to now?
~j<;-'-"," Yife-KsaEsafi^

"I don't want classes with honors
students because they'll mess up the
grading curve."

"Depending on the class and instructor, being the only grad. student in a
class of 40 undergraduates can still
be challenging ... But it can also be
too similar to an undergrad. class."

Judge Roy Moore was ousted from his position as chief justice in Alabama.
Now he can go join his monument.
A Greek TV show was fined 100,000 Euros for "corruption of public morals "
after it televised a kiss between two men in one of its episodes. Relax - many
American shows would be bankrupt by now.
Oregon State University is attempting to set a record for the largest pillow
fight - 766 people locked in mortal pillow struggle.
The Southern drawl of some Louisiana citizens has foiled the voice
recognition system of the Shreveport Police Department - way to go!
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economics
senior
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Joey Pruett
management
senior
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"If I were in grad. school, I would
hope that any class I was taking
would be on a more advanced level
than an undergrad class. I would also
want more individual attention."

i
"I believe it is a good idea because
graduate students may help reinforce
ideas discussed in class."
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Letters to
the Editor
Difference makes
a difference
I would like to praise columnist Ahmed Mohiuddin for his
column in the last issue of The
Tiger. It seems that so many
times this University gets bogged
down in its crusade for conservatism. It's like we feel the need
to right all the wrongs of "those
awful liberals," so we swing to
the remote right. We all understand both sides of the debate on
homosexuality; we know that it
is essential that we be compassionate as opposed to hateful. But
I feel that this institution's problems with tolerance stem from a
greater issue.
Here at Clemson, diversity is a
buzz word, a word used to sound
intelligent and to win speech contests and elections, a word that
has little meaning. The students
on this campus seem to think that
we want diversity here to "keep
the black kids happy." But this
is untrue. Diversity is more than
just black and white, it is people
of all races, socioeconomic
statuses, religions, genders and
sexual orientations. Throughout
time universities have promoted
the free exchange of ideas.
Diversity is important to
this goal because it provides
DIFFERENT people with
DIFFERENT ideas. The purpose
of attending college is to learn
from others, to become more
open-minded by interacting with
disparate people. As a result, this
University will not see the error
in its intolerant ways until its
students are given different perspectives to see it from. In short,
this uphill battle is left to those
who have actually experienced
the issues we are debating. It is
complicated to sponsor debate
and free people's minds when the
students have not even faced the
things they are opposed to.
I don't know if any of this
was coherent; I might just be
rambling. But I know that the
fight cannot just be for tolerance
because, in truth, if everyone on
this campus is cast from the same
mold what is there to tolerate?
Jenee Davis
Clemson, S.C.

Get the facts right
on Zombie movie
I think the reporter on "Zombie
movie turns out bad, go figure"
(Nov. 7 issue) should have done
his job a little better. I was at the
screening, and the entire crowd
laughed, cheered and applauded
throughout the movie. Mr.
McCord did not mention that
the movie was filmed for ONLY
$400.1 mean, you can't write
an article blasting something
without giving it credit for being
shot with a budget like that. But
maybe Mr. McCord would have
known that, if he stayed for Q
and A or talked to the filmmakers after the show. But he bolted
without doing HIS research. Next
time, he should do his homework
before writing a full story.
Jamie Tiller
Clemson, S.C.

Another angle on
the Zombie movie
A few things that were not
mentioned in this article: 1) The
movie was shot for $400. That's
Four... Hundred ... Dollars. Not
too bad considering the budget.
2) The audience seemed
to enjoy the film a lot. They
responded with cheers, laughter
and a standing ovation at the end.
3) Based on posts on
www.imdb.com, those in attendance at the screening were very
pleased with what they saw. The
writer of this article should have
stuck around for the Q and A

after the showing, or even asked
the filmmakers some questions,
before ripping into the film as he
did. Comparing this film to others of "Hollywood Status" is like
comparing a single-A baseball
team to the majors. It is what it
is, and it is a decent film.
Kevin Woods
Anderson, S.C.

Wal-Mart opening
is tragic for area
It breaks my heart to see this
happen in Clemson. I am so tired
of Wal-Mart ruining small business. Clemson has always been
close to my heart. My husband
graduated from Clemson and
we lived there while he was in
school. Both our children graduated from Clemson also. I have
seen many changes in the area
mostly for the good, but in my
opinion this is not one of them.
I for one will not patronize WalMart. My heart and money will
always go downtown.
Valerie Bean
Fayetteville, N.C.

Questioning views
on Israel
This is in response to the letter submitted by Richard Klein
in the Nov. 14 Tiger. I am quite
disturbed by the sheer lack of
'understanding the situation' displayed in the arguments for the
Israeli security fence.
1) "Arafat and the vast majority of Palestinians ... kill all
Jews." Where do you get this
information? You quote a particular poll's results (Quoted
from Haaretz, an Israeli newspaper) showing that 75 percent of Palestinians supported
the suicide bombing, but you
neglected to mention that the
same poll showed that 85 percent
of Palestinians polled supported
a mutual cessation of violence ...
A recent expansion of settlement
activity has further eroded any
chance of a peace process.
2) The anti-Jew bias in the
Middle East is less a bias against
Jews than a terrible mish-mash
of anti-Zionism and lack of governmental accountability. Arab
muslims see that Israel is not just
occupying UN-granted Palestinian land, but is also actively killing Palestinians ...
What would you do in their
shoes? You support the protection
of Israelis, but you don't mention
protection for Palestinians. Flip
the coin, it's the same thing. An
ultra-zionist government wants to
take back all of historical Israel,
and America sells them the
weapons to do it. And then we
wonder why Arabs cheer when
Americans die? ...
3) Israel does not respect
freedom of religion as we understand it. Judaism is ingrained
in the constitution of the state,
and Judaism is the state religion. There are arguments about
"Jewish Identity," and maintaining that is paramount to the existence of Israel. If Israel respected
freedom of religion, one religion
would not be the basis of their
state. America, on the other
hand, is non-denominational and
derives its constitution from the
enlightenment ideals of Jefferson,
Paine, Franklin and others.
Ethan Deneault
Clemson, S.C.
Letters to the editor should be
no longer than 400 words. They
must include the author's name,
hometown and phone number (or
e-mail address). All letters will be
checked for authenticity and may
be edited for clarity and grammar.
THE TIGER reserves the right
to print or edit all submissions.
Send letters to our U.S. Mail
address or e-mail them to letters
@TheTigerNews.com.

Shaming those lousy Gamecocks
As much fun as it has been in
recent weeks taking heat from a
plethora of touchy New Jersey residents with a startling lack of what
I like to call a "sense of humor,"
this weekend is the time for us to
put aside our differences and unite,
whether you're from New Jersey,
South Carolina, Yemen or even
Uranus, against a
common enemy Clemson's favorite
sister institution, the
University of South
Carolina.
The 101st meeting between our two
fine schools (and
in USC's case, by
"fine" I mean "only
slightly worse than Rutgers") looms
larger than life tomorrow, when
our football season will inevitably
culminate, as it has so many times
before, with the Gamecocks' getting manhandled on their home turf.
Clemson, unsurprisingly enough,
leads the series with a decisive 2717-2 record against the Gamecocks
in Williams-Brice Stadium (which
some USC fans like to call "The
Cockpit," but I think looks more
like "The Cockroach").
There are, for better or for
worse, certain laws that govern
college life: 8 a.m. is far too early
for "learning;" drink liquor before
beer and there's nothing to fear;
underwear can't be worn for more
than two consecutive days (you
can turn them inside out); and most
importantly, the Gamecocks will
get violated by the Tigers. A 60-364 record is more than just 100 years
of chicken kickin' - it's complete
and utter DOMINATION.
You have to admire Lou Holtz,
though, for taking command of the
Gamecock football team while possessing the appearance and intimidation of my grandma. Despite his
wit, determination and uncanny
ability to bake a mean batch of
chocolate chip cookies, tomorrow night in Columbia our boys
will have granny sweating like a
Gamecock player trying to read.

But don't worry, USC fans,
you're only one year away from
your first national championship!
We all know it! You're just about
to "turn the corner!" Lou Holtz
clearly has your program on the
right track! (And by "right track" I
mean "right track to NCAA-mandated probation" or "right track to
another Christmas
at home with no
bowl game.")
Holtz has been
MATT
lousing (sic) with
WILLIAMS
class for years, but
Columnist
his stay at USC
and the dreaded
"chicken curse"
has truly aided him
in attaining the
greatest distinction among coaching circles - he currently owns
the record for most career losses
among active Division I-A coaches
at 127. (Ironically enough, Lou
is trailed closely by our own excoach, Ken Hatfield, whose name is
almost always preceded by a variety of colorful obscenities.) Holtz
once said, "I think everyone should
experience defeat at least once
during their career. You learn a lot
from it," and as a result, Lou has
been declared a genius, and USC
expects several Gamecock Rhodes
Scholars before Holtz's retirement.
Like anyone else, though, Lou
isn't especially fond of losing,
so my sources tell me that the
Gamecocks, not to be embarrassed
for the fourth time in five tries
under Lou, have been practicing
extra hard this week. However, on
Wednesday, Coach Holtz, out of
concern for his players' safety, cut
practice short when a white, powdery substance was discovered on
the practice field. Officials from
the Center for Disease Control and
local investigators declared the area
safe for practice by Wednesday
evening, noting that coming into
contact with the substance, "goal
line chalk," could actually be beneficial for the 5-5 Gamecocks.
Anyone who has ever been to
a Gamecock game in Columbia

knows that, on the few rare occasions when the 'Cocks do manage
to score, they play a rather frightening sound effect that is supposed
to be a fearsome gamecock, but
really sounds like someone running
a turkey through a cheese grater.
Luckily, I doubt that we'll be hearing the understandably distressed
gobbler much tomorrow - USC
would have to score first. Truth be
told, the only way the Gamecock
offense is going to even get yardage on the Tiger defense is if they
run their game film backward.
I should note that despite the
apparent animosity, our two universities really are quite cooperative and share a very special South
Carolinian bond that cannot be
broken. For instance, did you know
that one common thread among
USC and Clemson freshmen is that
both were accepted to USC?
Of course, the best example of
our unique partnership is last year's
match-up; South Carolina "cooperated" very nicely in Death Valley
while the Tigers handed them their
asses. Tiger dominance - that's
what I call a great partnership!
Both schools also stress the
importance of higher learning (and
in USC's case, when I say "higher
learning," I'm really talking about
classes on the fourth floor). You'd
be amazed at USC's academic
prowess, especially when you find
out what the average USC football
player got on his SAT: drool.
Yes, it is a special bond we share
as seminaries of higher learning,
one that I will uphold tomorrow, as
I express my love and compassion
for Gamecock fans throughout the
heated contest. Look for me - I'll
be the guy wearing orange and
yelling obscene phrases like "You
ing
!" and my personal
favorite, "Why don't you go
yourself, you
?!" at the
South Carolina sideline. I hope to
see you there, and Go Tigersl

Matt Williams is a junior who likes
the Gamecocks almost as much as
having piranhas in his underpants.

EDITORS' CORNER

Adviser equals implied censorship
Although it may seem that the
University does nothing to bother
the freedom of press, there have
been some questionable moves
that may suggest the otherwise. It
all comes in the form of indirect
control of student
media courtesy of
a University staff
member, specifically (but not limited to) the media
adviser.
The role of '
such a person is
simple. He or she
is an advocate for
the students' rights as journalists.
When there's an attempt at censorship or any number of illegal
things, the adviser stands sideby-side with the students to fight
for their free press rights. There
are always potential problems
with this, since, in most cases, the
University does pay the adviser's
wages. But if the University
truly practiced what it claims to
be a hands-off approach with
student media, then the adviser
should have no qualms to actively
disagree with those people. At
Clemson, either this is not the case
or someone needs a role readjustment.
Currently, the adviser has too
many roles that seem superfluous
to the position's original purpose. Examples are plentiful: The
adviser is the gatekeeper to The
Tiger's self-earned finances. The
adviser holds authority in how The
Tiger goes about its activities. The
adviser, perhaps worst of all, has
a too-close-for-comfort ear to the
administration. The list continues.
Basically, the adviser meddles too
much in what is supposed to be a

"student" organization - so much
so that it appears that the adviser
isn't an adviser, just another censorship hurdle.
The Tiger is a unique student
organization in that it's one of the
few that truly runs
as a business. The
newspaper receives
on average $25,000
from student activity fees each fiscal
year. This covers
our start-up costs
in the beginning of
the fall semester. To
continue operation,
The Tiger must rake in close to an
extra $150,000, which is done by a
student-run advertising department.
I agree that the someone should
be able to track the finances of the
$25,000 given by the students. The
Tiger needs to be held accountable with how it spends that. This,
however, does not permit the
adviser to have such tight control
over the profits we earn ourselves
- even to go as far as to threaten
to withhold these funds. We are
responsible adults and if we can
earn the money, we should be able
to freely manage it. We created
the business, so if it fails, it is our
fault.
Another evident problem is how
the adviser attempts to control the
students. For example, The Tiger
usually sends a few staff members
to a conference each semester.
Since Clemson doesn't have a
journalism school, this is one of
the only ways to stay in touch with
the journalism world and most of
all to learn new things. This is also
the place where Clemson gets its
national recognition via The Tiger
and its award announcements. The

adviser decided to set trip rules,
including each student must write
up ridiculous summaries of sessions attended and no alcohol may
be consumed on the trip. What
student organization outside of
student media must also do this?
Apparently, we are responsible
enough to put together consistent
weekly product, award winning
no less, yet we still needed to be
treated like children when we
travel away from Clemson.
Yet another problem and perhaps the most disturbing is the
close watch the administration
has through the adviser. The
University should not be asking the adviser to filter down
information, especially when it
involves opinion. Complain all
you want but it should be directed
towards the staff members of the
staff. Going through the advisor
or Student Affairs makes it quite
apparent that someone does not
want to be identified. Most of
the time it comes off as implied
censorship. Even for the simplest
things, the first contact should
never be the adviser. In fact, we
are the first and last resort. We
write the articles, not the adviser.
We put together the paper, not the
adviser. We run the whole operation, not the adviser. We are the
ones responsible, not the adviser.
All in all, most schools have
advisers who are very much
advocates of the students. The
University holds no direct links to
the adviser. This is the "student"
media after all and the controlling
needs to stop.
Adora Cheung is a senior in economics & computer science. E-mail comments to letters@thetigernews.com.
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Keep Tommy at Clemson
I hear the rumor, speculation and
conjecture on the fate of Tommy
Bowden. (After all, as a fan and
a student, I don't see how I could
avoid it.) I have been right there
with those who,
over the past month,
have wanted to see
Coach Bowden hit
the road. However,
I have had a change
ofheart;ifItell
you the progression of my feelings
concerning the situation, maybe I can
persuade some of you as to why
Tommy Bowden should remain at
the helm of our team.
Each of you knows as well as I
do that our team has lost some very,
very lopsided games over the past
two years. It is not easy to forget
losses to North Carolina State (386), Maryland (30-12) and Texas
Tech (55-15) in 2002, and it is even
harder to forget the more recent
losses of this season to Georgia (300) and Wake Forest (45-17).
The reason I wanted to see Coach
Bowden dismissed was simply
because I was (and still am) sick of
the times we have faced opponents
and not even been in a position to
win. It is not necessarily that we
have lost those games; it is how we
have lost those games that caused
my frustration. To me it is obvious that the incredible margin of
loss is because the players were
not ready and motivated to play.
Preparing the players is the head
coach's responsibility, and Coach
Bowden has admittedly not done
this in more than one instance. This
was (and is) the sole reason for my
frustration.
As the number of blowout losses
increased, so did my frustration. I
will admit that I have never been as
frustrated and disappointed with a
Tiger football team's performance
as I was when driving home from
Winston-Salem nearly three weeks
ago after our 45-17 loss. It was at
this point that I really did want to
see another coach lead our team.
However, my opinion has changed.
Some of you might assume
that I am now a "Bowden
Backer" simply because he reacted
to the Wake Forest loss by leading the team to a shocking victory
against Florida State and a convincing win against Duke. These
victories are not the sole reason for
why I am claiming we should want
to keep Coach Bowden. They are,
however, what made me question
my reasoning for wanting him gone.
I think that Bowden has shown,
as A.D. Terry Don Phillips put
it in a statement to the media on
Tuesday, incredible "resiliency"
over the course of the season.
Although the Tigers have been
blown out this season, they have
also had a few pretty convincing victories (Georgia Tech 39-3
and Florida State 26-10). Coach
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Bowden has shown he is capable of
putting together a plan and executing it to near perfection. We know
he can do it. It is consistency of
doing so that has been the problem.
Although it is a
favorable characteristic, I don't think
that a successful
ANDREW
coach is defined
MATHIAS
by his ability to
Columnist
be resilient. After
all, you can only
exercise resiliency
if you are regularly
picking yourself up
and dusting yourself off. Resiliency
is one thing, but improvement is
another. If we can pull ourselves
away from the rumor-driven world
of Internet chatter for one second,
perhaps we can look at some stats.
The Greenville News reported
on Wednesday, Nov. 19, the six
major areas of statistical improvement for the Tigers in 2003. (For
the sake of space I will not list all
of them here.) They are pretty
convincing, areas of improvement.
For instance, we are committing
fewer turnovers. We are out-gaining our opponents on offense by
over 80 more yards per game this
year as compared to last. We are
passing the ball over 40 yards more
per game this year as compared to
last. And perhaps most convincing, in 2002 we were 0-5 against
the Top 25, and in 2003 we have
gone 2-1 against the nation's best.
The team's great improvement has
unfortunately been overshadowed
by our reaction to the huge losses.
I admit I am tired of losing
games in the fashion that we have
seen over the past few years and
this caused me to want a different
coach to lead our team next year. I
believe I was wrong to want this. I
think that Tommy Bowden, because
he is a relatively young major
NCAA Division I coach, has had
some games where he has obviously faltered in his responsibility
to prepare the team for opponents.
He has admitted this and has shown
that he is learning from it.
I haven't been saying this all
along, but I am convinced (for reasons beyond the calendar) that it
is no longer the 1980s. We cannot
expect to reassemble a conference
and national powerhouse overnight.
I think that if we are rational and
patient, Bowden will lead our team
to the ACC and NCAA elite. I think
that during his time at Clemson
thus far, Coach Bowden has shown
growth as a head coach and is now,
more than ever, learning the lessons
that are necessary to be very successful at this level. If he doesn't
reassemble the powerhouse here, he
has shown the potential that he just
might do it somewhere else. I certainly hope we don't miss out.
Andrew Mathias is a senior in political science. E-mail comments to
letters@TheTigerNews.com.
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'Ultimate fiisbee creates ultimate difficulties
Perhaps you've seen people wading in the pond in front of the library
in December. Most
guys aren't wading
in their boxers to
experience shrinkage. They've got to
retrieve the disc so
they can play the rest
of the round.
Walking by the
library at midnight
and see the big magnolia trees shaking? Don't call the cops. It's someone who has lost his or her Frisbee
on the 5th hole of Frisbee golf.
And then there's "Ultimate
Frisbee:" a.k.a. the "Ultimate" way
to humiliate George.
I'm lucky in that my friends
extend the invitation to play no
matter how bad I am. But it's just
like elementary school. I'm usually
the last kid picked. Perhaps I should
have figured out back men that I
sucked at Frisbee. But it's all about
fun right?
Wrong. This little disc inspires
the most serious of emotions from
otherwise levelheaded people.
Never heard the "f-bomb" from
your Bible study leader? Go ahead
and drop the pass in the end zone.
Throw an interception? You'll hear
about it for the whole next week.
You will be the topic of conversation at the lunch table until someone
else screws up.
Because of the serious emphasis
placed on the sport, it makes sense
to skip your chemistry study group.
Avoid the library. Remember, failing one test is temporary. But public
humiliation lasts forever.

In my third year, I like to think
I've experienced almost all of
the hard things
Clemson has to
offer. I've conquered Calculus
and Biology. I
tackled Political
Science
and
Economics. But
any class is a
walk in the park
when it comes to this battle.
It's the little round disc from hell.
And it torments me. My nemesis
is the Frisbee. I've spent countless
hours practicing. I've tried different
grips. I've tried a forehand and the
wrist flick.
But I still can't make that disc do
what I want. I aim left, it goes right.
I aim high, it goes low.
You know you're playing Frisbee
with George when you hear 10
people yell, "Look out!" in unison. I
might as well have a sign on me that
says something like "Pedestrians
beware: Suspect can inflict bodily
harm with a Frisbee."
I'm pretty indiscriminant when it
comes to my targets. I've hit sunbathing girls on Bowman. (Not that
it's a bad thing to most guys, but I
don't try to hit them). I've hit old
people. Cars are common targets.
Basically, I hit everything but what
I aim to hit.
You haven't lived at Clemson
unless you've played a midnight
round of "Frisbee Golf." It's a
freshman rite of passage, yet many
people are unaware that our beautiful campus has a bona-fide course
dedicated solely for the sport.

Some people plan their whole
week around the disc. Teams eat
team dinners and actually have a
practice schedule. They plan school
around Frisbee. Labs must be
scheduled on Wednesdays because
Monday is Frisbee night. Frisbee
has a whole subculture at Clemson.
Despite crazy team names like
the "J-Stoners" for Johnstone
Hall, "The Flacid Palm Tree" and
"DISCiples," teams come prepared
to play. It's intimidating to see the
headbands and the knee-high soccer
socks. Frisbee is about self-expression and individuality in both team
name and in retro fashion.
Teams have matching uniforms.
Some teams spend a little more
money to get cool graphics at
Tigertown. Others go to Wal-Mart
and paint crude numbers on Hanes
shirts. Oddly enough, everyone
seems to want the number 69.
Ultimate Frisbee is not to be
taken lightly.
Every once in a while I have the
chance to "Ultimately" humiliate
myself. I'm in better shape than 90
percent of the other people there,
but I lack some of the key skills
to play. Like I said earlier, I can't
throw a Frisbee to save my life. So
I'm on the team to run around and
get open for a pass.
I run and run. Then I wait.
The pass never comes.
And then I remember the other
part of Frisbee I haven't mastered: I
need to be able to catch as well.
George Holman is a junior majoring
in poll sci. E-mail comments to
letters@TheTigerNews.com.

EDITORS' CORNER

Private university: we're almost there
Clemson University is becoming less and less of a public institution, a fact of
which we are
reminded regularly. What are we
at now - less than
30 percent funded
by the State?
After every budget cut President
Barker notes how
much of a
"hybrid" university Clemson is
becoming. We are afraid of what
might happen should the administration decide to make Clemson a
private university.
But, this would never happen,
you say; not at Clemson. Well,
did you ever think that the State
of South Carolina would rape its
higher education of financial support? Think about it - it seems
that we are being pushed toward
privatization. Furthermore, our
continuous drive to attract millions in research dollars only
makes this more of a financial
reality.
Thomas G. Clemson's last will
and testament says nothing of the
University morphing from public
to private. Actually, if the State
had not accepted his offer, his
new school was to become a private college. Since this detail and
other hypothetical situations such
as race, gender and military standards for the school were neglected in the will, it is left to the discretion of the Board of Trustees
to decide what is best for
Clemson. But can we trust the
Trustees?
There's an interesting fact
about these individuals which you
may not know. Many Trustees are
coincidentally involved with the
mysterious Tiger Brotherhood, an
elitist student group dedicated to
the University. President James
Barker, Financial Aid Director
Marvin Carmichael and Student
Government President Fletcher
Anderson are just a few members
of this secret network. In fact,
many influential people throughout campus are fraternal "Tigers."
It could be your favorite professor, the Dolice officer fingerprint-

ing you or your own roommate.
So what is the big deal? Many
people belong to
other student
groups who are
committed to the
same high morale
and character as
the Brotherhood.
What sets this
group apart is their
history and purpose.
The Brotherhood was estab-.
lished in 1924 after a mass cadet
walk-out in response to the expulsion of football captain R. F.
"Butch" Holohan and the substandard campus dining headed by J.
D. Harcombe. Afterward, two
hundred cadets, lead by Professor
John L. Marshall, joined together
to provide a means of camaraderie among the students. The group
fell apart due to poor organization
and reformed in 1928. As reported in the February 29, 1928 issue
of The Tiger, the Brotherhood
claimed "A thing of power must
undergo a slow development of
strength and magnitude." Every
semester, students and faculty
inductions were publicly
announced. But, sometime in
1993 amidst the tumultuous Max/
Ruth Lennon administration, the
Brotherhood dropped from the
pages of TAPS. While they still
announce their inductees, they
only come out of the shadows for
service events like their Tiger Cup
speech competition and Downhill
Run. They also control the stone
gates to campus, a strong symbol
of the school, and donated the
tiger statue which stands outside
Littlejohn Collisium. That statue's
likeness is everywhere, even atop
the front page of this very newspaper.
Here's the catch: after their
early '20s collapse, membership
became invitation only. There's
no rush week, no drop-ins with
free pizza. Membership is not
based upon your merits or studies
but by internal appointment. The
group's involvement is very reminiscent of the good old Southern
days when your future and safety
were determined bv who vou

knew and not your achievements.
Now, tie this into the privatization of Clemson. Consider the
Brotherhood model and apply it
to the entire University. Protect
the school at whatever cost: "One
for all, all for one, and all for
Clemson" as their motto goes.
Prevent negative student press place a university administrator
over student media and indirectly
control their actions. Partner with
large corporations and the federal
government to ensure the financial stability of the new school call up BMW and the Department
of Defense. Accept the largest
budget cuts from South Carolina
legislature - sorry kids, tuition is
going up again. Private schools
are permitted in the ACC, so no
worries there. Gain national
respect by targeting a Top 20
position as a public school for
that extra notoriety boost as a private school. Basically, we're
achieving the proposed Utopia
called One Clemson.
It's essentially safe to assume
that Clemson's privatization is
going to be a reality considering
what has already happened. As a
student body, we must act to
ensure our current liberties are
upheld on this new school's campus. An agreement must be made
between the administration and
the student body (via the Student
Government) guaranteeing the
freedom of the press, information
access and assembly. It must be
made clear that the University's
dedication to its diverse body of
students, from alumni to prospectives, will not waver because of
the transition.
The Tiger Brotherhood must be
closely watched. Their intimate
relationship with the administration places them in a peculiar
position in the event of privatization. The group can serve as the
ultimate tool in squelching any
resistance to new policies of the
new Clemson University - "All
for Clemson."
Mike Bowen is a senior in computer
engineering. KeBie Smith is a senior
in accounting. E-mail comments to
letters@thetigernews. com.
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HELPWANTED

Bartender Trainees Needed.
$250 a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985

HI

Office Telephone Hours

FORSALE

1991 HONDA ACCORD 4 DR. SEDAN EXCELLENT CONDITION;
LOADED. ASKING $3695 (OBO)
864-444-4434
LEASED STUDENT CONDO FOR
SALE
Two Bedroom, two bath, fully
furnished, $36,500. By owner.
Toll free:
866-646-4528
1999 Isuzu Rodeo. Excellent condition. Asking $10,000.
864-653-5457
WHY RENT?! 3Br, 2BATH, 1950
+/- SG FT. WELL MAINTAINED
HOSE NEAR CAMPUS. $144,500.
No Realtors. 864-650-0217
1994 Mitsubishi Mirage S. Good
Condition. $1000. 864-650-452.
astorale@yahoo.com
Need an extra $36,000 a year?
Vending route for sale. 50 high traffic locations. Cost $5000.
1-800-568-1392 or
www.vendingthatworks.com

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Office Address

Hi

F0RRENT

CONDO AT DANIEL SQUARE
www.DanielSquare.com
Furnished House to rent to
Non-smoking faculty. Westminster at
Foxwood Hills. 4BR/3Ba. Garage.
(248)363-6535
dudleyth39@hotmail.com
HOUSE CENTRALSC
6 Miles from Clemson campus.
2 miles from SWU campus. Nice
2br/lba, 1 car garage/building. New
HVAC, carpet, appliances. Large
front porch. Nice yard with maintenance available if desired. Perfect
for students, couple or individuals.
$425/mo.$300 deposit. Flexible Lease
Terms.
865-639-1003 or 855-4775
HARTS COVE; WATERFRONT:
4Br/ 4Ba. Full Kitchen, W/D; $1300/
Mo. or $325 per person plus cable
and Electric. Wonderful amenities.
Available NOW 238-6167

J

Deadline

lace a classified ad
By Phone: (864) 656-2150
By Fax: (864) 656-4772
By Email: classified@thetigernews.com
In Person: 315 Hendrix Center

315 Hendrix Center
Clemson, SC 29634

21, 2003

12 p.m. Tuesday

Students:
Other:

15 cents/word
30 cents/word

Payment Methods
Cash, Check

(864) 656-2150 • classified@TheTlgerNews.com
SC Waterfront log home on 400 acre
lake Cherokee. 2200 sq. ft. 2+ BR, 2
1/2 Ba. GR boat house. 40 min. from
Clemson. $279,900. Owner
864-944-2190
ebay.com IM # 2345765563

HOUSE IN CLEMSON
2BR, IBa. Screened Porch $600/mo.
653-3512
University Ridge Condo
Across from Tillman Hall.
2BR& 2BA; 3 BR & 3Ba.
Furnished w/washer & Dryer
Walk to Class.
Up to 10 available. Call Kim Drake
(864)246-9998

House- 2Br, 2Ba. Partially furnished.
Fridge, Large Yard. $825 per Month
(3 students), $700 per Month
(2 students). Call 710-550.
Leave Message.

ROOMMATES

3BR, 1 Bath apt. Close to CU
campus. Large living, new W/D,
Dishwasher. Reduced to $450/mo. 1 st
month's rent free. 654-6242

Christian woman Seeks 2 female
roommates to share 3 Bedroom home.
Non-smoker, Must like Dogs. Call
Laura 864-647-5134

For Rent-2 bdr, furnished apt. Near
campus. Prewar duplex. W/D,
dishwasher. Grad. or int'l preferred.
Fred: 506-4416, 653-5758

ROOMMATE WANTED. Spring
Semester. 3Br, 2.5 Ba. walking
distance to Campus. Please call
404-433-5801 or 656-8448

As an engineer in
the U.S. Air Force,
there's no telling what

.you'll work on.
(Seriously, we can't tell you.)

United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead
of what you'll touch in the private sector, and as a new
engineer you'll likely be involved at the ground level of new
and sometimes classified developments. You'll begin leading
and managing within this highly respected group from day
one. Find out what's waiting behind the scenes for you in
the Air Force today. To request more information, call
1 -800-423-USAF or log on to airforce.com.

400

SERVICES

Video CDs, DVDs Video albums,
for school projects, graduate work,
job resumes. Mini DV filming.
www.avsdesigns.com 864-207-0597/
864-653-3306

SKYDIVE! Available all year
round. Tandem skydive or learn
to jump on your own. 36 years of
experience.
www.jumpraeford.com
910-904-5858

***ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get
the 12th trip free. Group discounts for
6+ www.springbreakdiscounts.com
or 800-838-8202
CANCUN, ACAPULCO, NASSAU,
JAMAICA!
7 nights from $459+ tax! Includes
breakfasts, dinners, 20-50 hours free
drinks! Guaranteed lowest Prices
& best party schedule. The only
spring break company recognized for
Outstanding Ethics! Visit the BEST
spring break site on the web- view
100s of hotel videos and reviews at
www.springbreaktravel.com
1-800-6386

EVENTS
Fraternities-sororities
Clubs-Student Groups
Earn $2,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven Campus fund-raiser 3
hr. fund-raising event. Our free programs make fund-raising easy with
no risks. Fund-raising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program! It
works. Contact Campus fund-raiser at
888-923-3238

TRAVEL
***SPRING BREAK***
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL
Book early and save $$$
World's longest keg party-Free beer
all week! Live band & DJ. Wet
T-shirt, hard body and Venus Swim
wear contest. Suites up to 12 people,
3 pools, huge beach front hot tub,
lazy river ride, water slide, jet skis,
parasail.
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach Resort
800-488-8828
www.sandpiperbeacon.com

#1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Florida, S. Padre. 110%
Best Prices! Book now and Get Free
parties And Meals! Group discounts.
Now Hiring Campus reps! 1-800-2347007
endlesssummertours.com
Join Real World's cast Members On
The SPRING BREAK
BAHAMAS PARTY CRUISE! 5
Days from $299! Party With Ace,
Mallory, Steven & Trishelle. Includes
Meals, Port/Hotel Taxes, Exclusive
Parties With Cast Members!
1-800-678-6386
SpringBreakTravel.com

SPRING BREAK 2004! America's
Best Student Tour Operator! Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas,
Florida,. Campus Reps Wanted!
Call 1-800-733-6347
www.beachlifevacations.com
Airfare, Cruises, Hotels and tours
WWW.CLEMSONSPRTNGBREAK
.COM

The Galley
Re staurant
Fine Waterfront Dining
And Nami Asian Bistro
Great Pay
Flexible Hours
Only 12 miles from campus
No Sundays
Evenings Only

Need Extra Cash for Christmas?

NOW HIRING!
U.S.AIR
CROSS INTO THE BLUE

Apply in person at
Portman Marina
Lake Hartwell, Anderson
287-3215 or 287-3211
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an easy game. Then we struggled and we were in a hangover
the following week (against
Wake) and didn't know how to
get out of the funk."
"Last week (against Florida
State), they figured out how to
get out the funk and they started
playing. This week, because of
the leadership on the team, they
were going to go out and play
like they could. That's what happened today."
Miller and the Tigers have a
chance to end the season on a
very sweet note by finishing the
regular season on a three-game
winning streak (if they defeat
the South Carolina Gamecocks
on Saturday at USC). It would
be a nice ending to defeat a
Top 5 team, keep the archrival Gamecocks home for the
Holidays and finish with at least
a New Year's Day bowl.
"This season is ending up
pretty good," said Justin Miller.
"We played well, and we kept
the energy from last week and
carried it over. Our main concern
was to play consistently weekto-week. We didn't want to get
lackadaisical. We didn't want to
have a mental letdown because
we knew what Duke was capable
of doing. This game shows that
we understand what is going on.
We've been clicking as a team
the last couple of weeks."
Miller and his defensive squad
held Duke to just one first down
after his interception in the first
half, and Duke didn't move the
ball over midfield until very late
in the third quarter.
The Owensboro, Kentucky
native and his teammates will
travel to Columbia to be a part of
one of the nation's fiercest rivalries. Clemson will battle South
Carolina for the 101st time under
the lights of Williams Brice
Stadium at 7:04 p.m. The game
will be televised by ESPN2.
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Give him one more

FROM PAGE

First off, the following is completely my personal opinion and
many people are probably going
to disagree with me. Secondly, I
am in no way an expert on football, just a lifelong Clemson fan
that lives for Saturdays in the
fall.
The Tommy Bowden issue.
Most wouldn't touch it with a
ten-foot pole. But right now,
that pole is my hands and I am
not going to hold anything back.
One thing that I have seen in my
20 years as a Clemson fan is the
ridiculous expectations that the
average fan has for our football
program. I'd be lying if I said
that at times in the last five years
I haven't doubted the hiring of
Tommy Bowden as our head football coach. However, I regret feeling that way, as my feelings were
hastily made.
The fact of the matter is that,
as of right now, Tommy Bowden
is 37-24 at Clemson in almost
five seasons. Not overly impressive, but not too shabby either.
Five bowl games in five seasons
— that statistic ought to speak
volumes by itself. Bowden runs
a clean program and also has the
11th best graduation rate among
Division I programs. But is this
enough for the absurd expectations that Clemson fans have?
Doubt it.
The biggest problem that most
people have with Coach Bowden
is his teams' inconsistency. Terry
Don Phillips has said that a
coach's future will not be determined by one win or one loss.
And it is a fact that year after year
we seem to lose at least one game
that should have been a blowout
win or have been embarrassed in
a big game.
That is no secret. The fact is
that wins and losses are more
important to a coach's future than
anything else. But we have our-

TIGER^

selves quite a different situation
here at Clemson.
Many people dislike Bowden
solely for the personality that he
portrays in the spotlight. Most
think that he is arrogant, stuckup, and too big for his britches. A
lot of people want him out just for
that reason. And if you combine
that with losing games, his seat
becomes red hot immediately.
But the seat at Clemson is always
hot.
Bowden just needs a chance
to prove himself at Clemson
University. By the way that fans
jumped on the Bowden bandwagon following
the Florida State
game, one would
have thought that
Vince Lombardi
had risen from
his grave and
was
coaching
Clemson. I am
not the biggest
Bowden supporter, but the complacency of Clemson fans is
extremely aggravating. I have
been a Clemson fan during the
good years and also during the
years that haven't been so good
and have seen firsthand how
impatient Clemson fans can be.
However,
coaches
simply
need time. Ken Hatfield, coach
of the Tigers from 1990-1993,
was given the boot after going
32-13-1. Tommy West was dismissed after five years and a 3128 record. Through 108 years of
Clemson football, the Tigers have
won an unimpressive 59.2 percent
of their games.
Myself, along with 95 percent
of all other Clemson fans, need
to quit living in the '80s. Yes, it
is a fact that Danny Ford fits the
bill as being the perfect coach at
Clemson in all aspects. In 11 seasons at the helm of the Clemson
football program, he won 76

percent of his games, five conference titles and a sacred national
championship. But it has been
almost 14 years since Danny Ford
coached his last game at Clemson.
Interesting enough, if you take
away the Ford years, Clemson has
won only nine conference titles in
70 years of conference play.
Clemson fans should not settle
for mediocrity and have every
right to want a powerhouse
football team. But building a
football program does not happen
overnight. Bowden has recruited
pretty well in five years and has
improved the overall talent level
on our football
team. Take a look
at some of the top
coaches in college
football
today.
Frank
Beamer,
Nick Saban and
(gasp) even Bobby
Bowden
have
needed time to
build football programs. Tommy
Bowden may or may not be the
savior for the Clemson football
program, but he deserves some
more time. From what I know of
Coach Bowden as a person, he is
not the good old southern boy that
Danny is. You most likely won't
find Bowden drinking a cold one
at the Esso or eating a cheeseburger at Mac's. But is that good
enough reason to get rid of him?
Tommy Bowden may or may
not be the answer at Clemson.
For the record, I am not even a
big Bowden supporter. But continually running coaches off after
four or five seasons is not at all
the right solution. Bowden has
proven himself to be a capable
ACC coach, and has earned at
least one more year at Clemson
in my opinion. Whether or not
Terry Don Phillips and the Board
of Trustees decide to keep him
after this year, Bowden deserves

another season.
In my personal opinion,
Bowden will not be on the sidelines at Clemson next season.
Many think that the decision to
fire him was made prior to the
November 8 triumph over Florida
State. This Tuesday's press conference certainly presented some
questions as to what, if anything,
Bowden has been told about his
future at Clemson. We saw a
49-year-old man close to tears
when asked about the future of
his job. Terry Don and the Board
of Trustees may retain Bowden. It
is also very possible that he could
leave this place that's full of an
insane amount of pressure for
another job.
It can be assumed that Bowden
has a better than average reputation in the coaching ranks by his
overall record and his graduation
rate. I think that he is still in the
learning process of being a head
coach. Plenty of schools would
jump at the chance to hire Tommy
Bowden just as Clemson did five
years ago.
Replacing a coach at this point
is not easy on anyone. It puts
the new coach in an immediate hole in several ways. First
off, current players must adjust
to a different routine and new
coaches. Recruiting season ends
in February, and bringing a hew
coach in can severely impact the
quality of a signing class.
Give Tommy Bowden a chance
to prove himself. Be 100 percent
loyal instead of a week-to-week
fan. Let him have another year
to show what he's about and see
what happens.
Chase
Eldridge
is
a
junior majoring in management. E-mail comments to
sports@thetigernews.com.

Tiger 1 is MOVING!
On December 9th, 2003,
Tiger 1 Card Services will be moving into our
new offices. You'll find our friendly staff on
the 3rd floor of the Fike Recreation Center.

CARD!

We look forward to serving you in
our new home!

Please check our website for the most current updates on our move.
Visit our website at http://tigerl.clemson.edu or call us at 6560763-
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Kickin' it

with Cole Chason
No Duke Letdown
We just wanted to execute well
(against Duke). We didn't have a
lot of penalties, we didn't have
many missed assignments and
that's what our
main goal was. I
think with them
having been so
hyped
coming
off that (Georgia
Tech win), I
thought we did a
good job staying
focused.

that into the Carolina game like
we have against Duke and Florida
State. This being such a big game
just makes you anxious. I am sure
the first quarter will be crazy with
everyone so fired
up. But I think
the main thing is,
COLE
we just can't let
CHASON
all the hype and
Clemson
the rivalry of this
punter
game get to us
on the field. We
have to keep our
composure.

Fixing Special Team Problems
We had some penetration on the
field goals (against Duke) — we
had that extra point blocked at
the end of the game. We will
work on that at practice this week
because something like that in a
big game could be the difference
in the game. We will just work
on assignments on special teams.
Fine tuning on special teams is
always big.

Early Underdogs
It (being underdogs early in
the week) could be attributed to
anything. It could be because
they have home field advantage
or it could be because of Demetris
Summers. People may not think
our defense can stop him. It could
also be that they might think
Charlie is too young in a big game
like this. It could be a number of
things and while you think about
all the things it could be, it gets
you even more fired up to go in
there and play well.

Q

Pressure of the Rivalry
I think the pressure (from the
rivalry) is good because we have
played in some big games. Having
those tough losses that we've had
has helped towards the end of the
season and I think we will carry

Cole Chason is a redshirt freshman from Roswell, Ga., and is the
starting punter. Email comments
to sports@thetigernews.com

NCAA trend: You
can't handle the truth

DUKE

FROM PAGE

contributed to a 25-6 final record
and the Demon Deacons' most successful season since their last ACC
(U-WIRE) —The NCAA is rid- title in 1962.
ing a wave of underclassmen that
Duke
head
coach
Mike
started gaining strength last season, Krzyzewski has ordered up a
and the ACC is a perfect model of similar blend for his 2003-2004
this trend. Last year, the ACC had team. While the Blue Devils are
61 percent underclassmen and this hesitant to place Deng at the level
year it has 53 percent. Sophomores of Carmelo Anthony, the freshman
and freshmen dominate all-confer- who led Syracuse to last year's
ence teams and continue to impress NCAA championship, his unlimited
basketball fans with youthful pres- talent as well as the maturation of
ence.
the sophomore class will make
Maybe it's a function of players Duke a force to reckon with during
leaving early for the NBA, or of the the regular season.
increased competition in college
"We want to be balanced, but
recruitment, but leagues' younger we have an outstanding perimplayers are taking each conference eter," Krzyzewski said after the EA
by storm.
Sports exhibition game. "They are
Two sophomores — Ike Diogu of all guys who have achieved, except
Arizona State, and Raymond Felton Luol, but Luol is talented so he'll
of North Carolina — claimed posi- achieve early. He's an excellent
tions in The Associated Press' player already, he's only going to
release of the preseason All- get better."
American team.
Deng, modest while reflecting on
Duke is in no way isolated from his abilities, is a perfect example of
this trend. In fact, in true Blue how young players contribute to a
Devil fashion, Duke remains a team.
sterling example of ACC trends and
"I might lead the team somehow
strengths. The Blue Devils return but I'm not an individual leader,"
six sophomores, and with the addi- the star freshman said. "We have
tion of freshman Luol Deng and the leaders such as the seniors with such
return of Chris Duhon, they seem to experience no matter how good I am
have found an ideal team chemistry: they'll always have that over me. I
An experienced senior leader, some- could lead in the way that I'm a verone who's "been there," keeping a satile player and maybe rebounding
group of young talent together.
but when it comes to communicat"I definitely wouldn't say I'm ing and talking, I don't think I can
a veteran," sophomore Shavlik be a leader in that sense."
Randolph said. "I do have more
There may not be another
experience behind me now but Carmelo Anthony — the season
I'm still following guys like Chris will have to progress farther to
(Duhon). He's got a lot of experi- make that judgment call — but
ence, he's won a national champion- there is certainly a world of potenship, so he knows what it takes."
tial among the underclassmen of
This formula seemed to work the nation's top schools. While
last year with the Demon Deacons, Connecticut's Emeka Okafor is the
who fought their way with the 2003 nation's top player at the moment,
regular season ACC title. Under in two years Duke's young talent
the leadership of an outstanding will be seasoned veterans, leading a
individual player, former senior sophomore class of Livingstons and
Josh Howard, the younger players Nelsons. For now, watch out for the
of Wake Forest, including Williams, underclassmen.
The Chronicle (Duke U.)
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REACHING OUT WEEK
What:

COME OUT AND ASK US ANY QUESTIONS OR
VOICE ANY CONCERNS YOU MAY HAVE
ABOUT ANYTHING GOING AROUND ON
CAMPUS; FROM PARKING TO SAFETY

The adventure
begins this summer?
For information on summer study abroad programs, contact
Undergraduate Studies or
E-208 Martin Hall
Box 345105
Telephone: (864) 656-3942
Email: sb@clemson.edu

Clemson University Study Abroad Office
E-306 Martin Hall
Box 345714
Telephone: (864) 656-2457
Email: gradsa@cIem5on.edu

CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY

CONCERNS AND MORE! !
ST

MONDAY, DEC. 1 - WEDNESDAY, DEC. 3

Where:

AT TABLES PLACED IN FRONT OF THE

RD

When:

LIBRARY,

P&A,
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vate the team to an impressive
victory, they also played a huge
part in the game. Senior wide
receiver Kevin Youngblood
had six catches for 91 yards
and now has 64 catches for the
season, the third highest total
in Clemson history. Senior running back Chad Jasmin added 66
yards rushing on 15 carries, as
he got the first start of his career
at running back. Graduate wide
receiver Tony Elliott added 2
catches for 19 yards.
"The seniors really got the
offense pumped up," said
Walker. "Myself and Big Will
(William Henry), we made sure
the O-linemen, the underclassmen had their heads on right, had
their assignments down. "The
wide receivers, Youngblood and
Tony Elliott made sure they had
everything right. Chad Jasmin's
been playing well and made sure
the running backs were playing
all right. The senior class just
made sure that everybody stayed
focused. The coaches put major
emphasis on this being our last
home game. They said if you
can't get up for yourselves, get
up for us, get up for your senior
class, and I appreciate those
guys for doing that."
Anchoring the solid Clemson
defense, which gave up just 174
yards of offense, the lowest total
by any ACC team since 2000,
were the seniors: linebacker
John Leake, defensive tackle
DeJuan Polk and defensive end
Khaleed Vaughn.
Asked if it was tough running
down the hill for the very last
time, Leake seemed disappointed that his time at Clemson has
nearly come to an end, but his
focus lies elsewhere this week.
"It was my last game in Death
Valley," said Leake. "I wish I
had another year, it went by too
fast. But my mind is on South
Carolina now."
The Tigers kickoff against the
Gamecocks Saturday night at 7:
00 p.m. in Columbia.

PAULA LEHMAN

M E N T
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SIRRINE HALL, THE

HENDRIX CENTER, AND AT THE CORNER OF
BOWMAN, ACROSS FROM SIKES.

This is your time to voice your opinion or ask questions.
Student Government is here to listen to what you have to say.
So take a break from studying for exams and stop by to get
some information, Hot Chocolate, Koozies, and more!!!!
For More Information, visit http://cusg.clemson.edu
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MSON
V5SOUTH CAROLINA
Tigers seek another victory in Columbia
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
13.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Oklahoma
USC
LSU
Ohio State
Michigan
Georgia
Texas
Washington State
Tennessee
TCU
Florida State
Virginia Tech
Florida
Miami
Mississippi
Purdue
Iowa
Miami (Ohio)
Kansas State
Boise State
Pittsburgh
Bowling Green
Nebraska
Oklahoma State
West Virginia

Conf. Overall
Team
9-2
FSU
7-1
7-3
Maryland
4-2
7-4
Clemson
5-3
7-4
NC State
4-3
6-4
Ga. Tech
4-3
5-5
Virginia
3-4
5-6
Wake Forest 3-4
3-8
Duke
1-6
2-9
UNC
1-6

mber game
99

Number of times Ohio
State and Michigan have met
on the gridiron. The 100th
meeting is tomorrow at Ann
Arbor.
24-1 Ohio State quarterback Craig KrenzeFs record as
a starter with the Buckeyes.

233

Number of passing
yards Cincinnati Bengal quarterback Jon Kitna had against
the Kansas City Chiefs last
Sunday.

DEFENSE

Clemson aims to keep
Carolina homefor the
holidays once again.
ANDREW GIBBONS

Staff Writer
The Clemson-Carolina game
every year is intense and the focal
point of each team's season, but
this year's game is surrounded
by so many subplots that the
game on Saturday could be a little
more interesting than usual. Does
Carolina get that crucial sixth win
and earn a trip to the "glorious"
Houston Bowl? Does Clemson
get its eighth win of the season,
and lock up a trip to Atlanta
for the Peach Bowl or does the
Gator Bowl take an extra long
look at the Tigers for their New
Year's Day bowl? Is this Tommy
Bowden's last game at Clemson?
What does Lou Holtz's contract
extension say about the current
state of football in the state of
South Carolina?
After Bowden went through
his weekly press conference on
Tuesday in which he was asked
pointed questions on his job status,
many have doubted Bowden's job
security. Folks around Clemson
have also raised questions about
the health of Bowden's relationship with Clemson athletic director Terry Don Phillips.
But in a game that is always
intense from both camps, the
tough questions that Bowden has
faced may have given Tiger players and fans something extra to
rally around. Clemson students
and players, whether right or
wrong, feel as if their coach has
been attacked. This could light
a fire under all associated with
Clemson, especially those travelling to Columbia.
Under center for the Gamecocks
is Dondrial Pinkins. Pinkins is
155 for 310 in passing attempts
this year with nine touchdowns
and eight interceptions. He also
has scored five times on the
ground this year. Built like a small
fullback, Pinkins moves well, but
sometimes makes bad reads and
has trouble hitting receivers that
are wide open. Pinkins best per-

IN HOT PURSUIT: Former Clemson defensive lineman Nick Eason lunges for South Carolina quarterback Dondrial
Pinkins in last year's game at Death Valley, which the Tigers won, 27-20.
formance of the year was versus
the Ole Miss Rebels in Oxford,
where the Junior Quarterback
threw fourtouchdowns in the
Gamecocks late rally that fell just
short.
Accompanying Pinkins in the
backfield is a quality trio of running backs. Demetris Summers,
Daccus Turman and Cory Boyd
have combined for around 1,400
yards this year with 13 touchdowns. Summers was regarded
as the top running back in the
country coming out of high
school last year (Lexington HS).
He has shown flashes of greatness
in games versus Tennessee and
Alabama-Birmingham. Summers
sustained a concussion against the
Arkansas Razorbacks two weeks
ago, and has been out since. He
will be in uniform this Saturday
for sure.
Turman has played well this
year, scoring a team high seven
touchdowns, but Cory Boyd
impresses the most of the three
running backs. Boyd can run over
linebackers who are 50 pounds
bigger than him and seems to
always give the Gamecocks a

spurt of energy when carryingthe
ball.
Pinkins' wide receivers have
played streaky this year, but the
standout for the Cocks is Troy
Williamson. Williamson has 31
catches on the season, with two
of them going for touchdowns,
including a 99-yard touchdown
against Virginia. Look for freshmen Noah Whiteside and Syvelle
Newton to make some plays also
at wideout.
Jeremiah Garrison, who leads
the team with 96 tackles, and also
leads the team in interceptions,
with two, heads the Gamecock
defense up. Defensive Linemen
George Gause and Mo Thompson
each have five sacks on the season and will look to put pressure on Charlie Whitehurst all
day. Deandre Eiland and Dunta
Robinson head up the Carolina
secondary and are two quality defensive backs. Both have
an interception on the season.
3 Reasons why South Carolina
wins on Saturday Night
1) Our defense has played great
lately, but a letdown might be in
store, given the stable of backs

KEY MATCHUBl

DE Khaleed Vaughn
LT Donnell Washington
RT DeJuan Polk
DE Maurice Fountain
TACK John Leake
Clemson DE Fountain vs. South Carolina LT Wharton
MIKE Leroy Hill
Since Lou Holtz arrived in Columbia, the Gamecocks have won most of their games
WHIP Eric Sampson
in physical battles. Last year, the Tigers turned some heads when they beat the
ROV Jamaal Fudge
Gamecocks in the trenches, which proved to be the difference in the game. Matchups
FS Travis Pugh
like the ones between Wharton and Fountain could prove to be the difference in this
LCB Tye Hill
year s contest.
1 ~U
m.. RCB Justin Miller

that USC has in their backfield.
Honestly, Cory Boyd scares me
to death.
2) USC is playing for a bowl
game, while our players know that
we have one already in the bank.
However, I don't think our players
want to go to Charlotte for their
bowl game.
3) With all the job security
talk about Tommy Bowden, the
team has to be a little distracted.
Distracted enough to get beat.
3 Reasons why Clemson wins on
Saturday Night
1) Defensive Coordinator John
Lovett puts eight in the box and
makes Dondrial Pinkins beat
Clemson. I don't think Pinkins
will have a big day.
2) Duane Coleman has a huge
game, with the Gamecock defense
worried primarily about the pass.
3) Just because they are worried, doesn't mean they can
stop Hamilton and company.
Prediction:
My sister is a sophomore at
Carolina. If USC wins, it's going
to be a long Thanksgiving break
for me. Sorry Elizabeth...
Clemson 30, USC 20.

FENSE
LT Travelle Wharton
LG Jabari Levey
C John Strickland
RG Chris White
RT Na'shan Goddard
TE Hart Turner
WR Troy Williamson
QB Dondrial Pinkins
RB Daccus Turman
TB Demetris Summers
WR Syvelle Newton
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Volleyball falls to Georgia Tech; Cross
Soccer knocked out of
NCAA tourney by UGA country competes in NCAA regionals
Lady Tigers take late lead
but are unable to hold on
against the Dawgs.
DANIEL BLACKMON

Staff Writer
The women's soccer team ended
its season last Friday in the first
round of the NCAA tournament in
Knoxville, Tenn. The Tigers fell
to the University of Georgia, 2-1.
The lone goal for Clemson, and
the first of the game, was scored
by freshman Amanda Garcia at the
64:11 mark. This was Garcia's sixth
goal of the season. The goal was
assisted by senior Allison Mitchell
and sophomore Allison Graham.
Mitchell recovered a loose ball at
the penalty box, and sent a high
pass over the Bulldog defense.
Graham received the pass, and then
sent the ball to Garcia whose shot
evaded goalkeeper Ashley Lindley
and sailed into the net.
The Tigers inability to convert
on several opportunities eventually
proved costly. In the 47th minute
of play, junior Paige Ledford
sent a pass to sophomore Lydia
Vandenbergh. Her shot from ten
yards out was narrowly deflected by
the Bulldog's Lindley. The Tigers
also had another promising chance

at scoring when Vandenbergh had
a one-on-one with the goalkeeper.
She was able to elude Lindely,
but her shot was knocked away by
Georgia defender Marilee Eback.
Clemson's final chance at scoring came in the 68th minute when
freshman Courtney Foster's header
from 14 yards away hit the far post
and was collected by a Bulldog
defender.
The Bulldogs were held scoreless until the 82:07 minute mark
when Geneil Newburn scored off
a Jessica Winton assist. Then, with
just over one minute remaining,
Georgia broke the Tigers' hearts
with Randi Lynn-Bruso took control
of a loose ball in the penalty box and
nailed a point blank shot past senior
goalkeeper Lauren Whitt.
This left the Tigers with a final
record of 11-7-2, including a 4-3
conference record which was good
enough for third place in the ACC.
Four Tigers made the All-Atlantic
Coast Conference team this season,
with Graham being the only one to
make first team All-ACC. Foster,
Mitchell and Whitt were named
second team all-conference.
Clemson women's soccer also
had 18 players named to the ACC
Academic Honor Roll. The men's
team also had 10 players make the
ACC Academic Honor Roll.

Ladies willface Wake
in ACC Tourney. Cross
country teams end seasons.
ZACK MAULDIN
Staff Writer

Last Saturday, the Clemson men's
cross country competed at the 2003
NCAA Southeastern Regional
Championships in Greenville, N.C,
bringing home a fifth place finish.
N.C. State, who won the event with
38 points, will advance to the team
championships along with
Kentucky, who won
second at the Regional
with 85 points.
William & Mary
finished in third
with 94 points,
just a hair ahead of
fourth place Virginia,
who finished with 95.
Clemson tallied 142 points
on the day.
Clemson had strong individual
performances from Scott Shaw
and Derrick Wyatt. Shaw, an East
Syracuse, N.Y. native, finished as
first runner-up in the 10K race,
recording a time of 30:00.7. Shaw's
second place finish earned him allregion honors for the third straight
year as well as a second consecutive

shot at the NCAA Championships
on Nov. 24 at Northern Iowa
University.
Local talent and Clemson junior
Derrick Wyatt finished 19th with
a time of 30:48.1, good enough to
qualify the Liberty, S.C. native for
all-region honors as well. Clemson
freshman Matt Clark finished in 31:
09.0, enough for an overall finish of
35th-place. Clark was the Tigers'
third place runner on the day.
The Clemson women's cross
country team also competed at
the Southeastern Regional
f £, Championships
last
y/^'9
Saturday in Greenville,
N.C. The Tigers were
led by Casey Phillips,
who finished the 6K
race in 78th place out of
188 runners with a time of 22:
19.1.
Tigers dropped by Jackets,
ready for Wake
The Clemson volleyball team fell
to the sixth-ranked Georgia Tech
Yellow Jackets, 3-1, last Saturday
night at O'Keefe Gymnasium in
Atlanta. With the loss, the Tigers
finish the regular season with an
overall record of 17-15, and 6-10
in conference play. Tech improves
to 28-1 on the season and has a 15-1

ACC record.
After dropping the first game by
a score of 30-24, the Tigers pulled
even at 1-1 with a 30-27 decision.
Unfortunately, Georgia Tech would
not allow the upset and dominated
the last two games, 30-15 and 3026.
Against the Jackets, Liz Beckham
and Ryane Beasley led Clemson
offensively, with 17 and 16 kills,
respectively. Beckham enjoyed
a .317 hitting percentage, while
Beasley followed closely with a
.306 rate. Lori Ashton helped out
the Tigers with 12 kills and Leslie
Finn added nine.
Beckham and Stephanie Haskell
each tallied 11 digs to lead the team.
Lindsey Abbott recorded eight digs
as well. Haskell also handed out 47
assists.
The Tigers now travel to Orlando,
Florida to take part in the ACC
Tournament at Disney's Wide World
of Sports Complex. Clemson, the
No. 6 seed, will face the third seeded
Wake Forest Demon Deacons in the
quarterfinals tonight at 7:30 p.m. The
Deacons have defeated the Tigers
twice this season, 3-2 on October 11
and 3-1 on November 4.
The winner of the Clemson-Wake
match will face the winner of the
Maryland-Duke match in the semifinals on Saturday at 4 p.m.

SIGNS

The right place.
The right time.
FULL SERVICE I
OIL CHANGE I

I
I

:*23
I
I
I

99

With
Havoline®
Motor Oil

978 Tiger Blvd. Clemson. SC
8-5:30 M-F • 8-12 Sat

654-5823
Coupon good through 10/19/03 Most vehicles.
Not valid with any other offer.
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I
I
I
I

I
I
Full Service I
For Clemson students I
I
and faculty
Q}§iressLube
I
I

$2" Off
978 Tiger Blvd. Clemson. SC
8-5:30 M-F • 8-12 Sat

654-5823

At Xpress Lube, our experts provide fast and courteous
service. Not to mention quality Havoline® Motor Oil. So
we hope to see you here within your next 3,000 miles.

A ChevronTexaco Service
O2003 ChevronTexaco Corporation. All rights reserved.

ressLube
The smartest thing you'll ever do for your car.-

Xpress Lube of Clemson
978 Tiger Blvd. Clemson, SC
8-5:30 M-F* 8-12:00 Sat

654-5823
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program as well," Purnell said.
Cheyenne Moore, who hails
from Colora, Md., is the 87thranked high school player by
insiderhoops.com and the 99thranked player by PrepStars. The
6-6, 190-pound forward is also
ranked as the No. 12 fifth-year
prep player by HoopScoop and
is the No. 17 prep small forward
according to Insiderhoops.com.
As a junior at West Nottingham
High School, Moore averaged 14.5
points per game playing at both the
point guard and wing positions.
"Cheyenne was the first of these
young men to commit and my hat
goes off to him," Purnell said. "He
certainly has stepped out there with
a leap of faith not only in that we
would do good things at Clemson,
but also that we would sign some
other good young players to go
along with him."
Ranked No. 68 by PrepStars,
Sam Perry is a 6-5, 190-pound
forward from Piedmont, S.C.
Recording an average of 17.2
points, 12 rebounds and two
blocks a game in his junior season
at Woodmont High School, Perry
led the Wildcats to the semifinals
of the 2A state tournament. Perry
is the second most highly recruited
prep player in South Carolina and
his talent caught the eyes of Coach
Purnell and the rest of Clemson's
staff this past summer. "Sam is a
local player that our staff caught a
glimpse of toward the end of the
summer period and really liked
what they saw," said Purnell. "Sam
is a local player, and I certainly did
not want to make a mistake (missing out) on a local player, because
as I stated back in the spring, we
want to recruit inside out."
James Mays, a forward from
Garner, N.C, is ranked as the No.
27 power forward in the nation by
Rivals 150. Mays is also ranked as
the No. 85 player in the country by
Insiderhoops.com and the No. 95
and No. 94 player in the country
by PrepStars and Rivalhoops.com,
respectively. The 6-9, 215-pounder
racked up 20 points, 12 rebounds,
three blocks and 3.5 assists last
year as a junior at Garner High
School. Coach Purnell seemed
pleased with Mays' combination
of strength, size and speed. "Once
again, he is a very long athlete who
can get up and down the floor and is
very mobile," said Purnell. "James
will be quicker than most power
forwards, and is longer and taller
than a lot of quick forwards."
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Basketball wins final
exhibition game

DAVID KALK photo editor

INSIDE PRESENCE: Steve Allen scores 2 of his 12 points against EA Sports.

Tigers struggle in
exhibition, but maintain
dominantfront court.
ISAIAH TRILLO

Staff Writer
Monday, the men's basketball
team played their second and
final exhibition game of the season at Littlejohn Coliseum. Their
opponent, the EA Sports team
composed of nine former college basketball stars, was playing their tenth game this month
against a Division I school.
Under new head coach Oliver
Purnell, the Tigers came from
behind to defeat the EA Sports
team 89-76. The win places them
at 2-0 in the preseason as they
defeated the Nike Elite team the
previous week 85-68.
Frontcourt
players
Chris
Hobbs, Sharrod Ford, Akin
Akingbala and Steve Allen combined to shoot 22 of 26 from
the field and scored 48 points.
The Tigers were accurate on the
night, hitting 63 percent of their
shots from the field, connecting
on 37 of 59 attempts. Hobbs, a
senior and team captain, led the
team in scoring for the second
straight week with 18 points.
He has scored 33 total points on
14 of 20 from the field during
the preseason. Chey Christie,
Clemson's leading returning
scorer from last year, added
16 points on 7 of 12 shooting.
He did not commit a turnover
in his 33 minutes of play. And
although the Tigers struggled
with EA Sports, they established
a consistent frontcourt presence,
something they had trouble
doing on a consistent basis last
season. In a league as tough as
the ACC, the Tigers will rely on
having a presence up front for
the rest of the year.
The Tigers had 6 players in
double figures for the second
straight week. Olu Babalola
contributed 13 and was 3 of 4 on
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three point shots. Steve Allen, a
red-shirt sophomore who only
played 10 minutes, was very
productive, scoring 12 points,
connecting on all 6 of his shots.
Shawan Robinson and Ford
added 10 a piece and Akingbala
was perfect on his four shots to
add 8 points.
The EA team played well in
the contest. Their captain, Josh
Murray, a former player at
IUPUI in Indiana, led his team
with 18 points. He was followed closely by former Central
Florida player Mark Jones, who
accounted for 17 of their points.
EA Sports had two other players
score in the double digits.
The Tigers only had one
player with a double-double for
the night. Robinson had 11 of
the team's 24 assists to go with
his 10 points on the night. They
also carried over their excellent
rebounding from the first preseason game, winning that battle
by a margin of 39-17 and holding the EA Sports team to just 3
offensive rebounds in the game.
Clemson held a 35-31 lead
with three minutes left in the first
half, but EA Sports battled back,
outscoring the Tigers 19-4 at the
end of the first and beginning of
the second half. Balanced scoring allowed the Tigers to overcome the 50-39 deficit, and they
took the lead for good on a jump
shot by Hobbs to go up 56-55.
The 13 point margin of victory
was the best lead the Tigers had
during the game.
The Tigers play their first
game of the regular season
tonight against Gardner-Webb.
The Tigers struggled against
Gardner-Webb at the Anderson
Civic Center and managed
only a 71-61 victory over the
Bulldogs. Gardner-Webb is led
by head coach Rick Scruggs and
Brian Bender, who scored 27
points against Elon on Tuesday.
The game is scheduled to begin
at 6 p.m. at Littlejohn.
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Carolina equals inferiority
60-36-4 - After 100 years of
domination, the Tigers travel to
Columbia tomorrow to add to
the embarrassment that is the history of the University of South
Carolina football program. After
tomorrow, Gamecock fans will
continue their yearly ritual of
claiming, "Wait 'til next year!"
Why is that the most recognized cry of Gamecock football?
Well, just think about it. There's
nothing for South Carolina fans
to look back
at for comfort.
The Gamecocks
boast the 89th
best
all-time
winning
percentage of the
117
Division
1-A teams. The
school
took
103 years to win a bowl game.
They've had more losing seasons
than winning seasons, and South
Carolina has never finished the
season ranked in the top 10 of a
major poll.
This is a school that boasts
about selling out their stadium in
an 0-11 season. Congratulations,
you never won a game. Then you
decided to tear down the goalposts after beating New Mexico
State. I can't imagine feeling any
more pride than a South Carolina
fan did that day. I'm sure it must
be close to how Clemson fans felt
after winning the national championship.
Gamecock fans will continue
to look to the future, believing
that Lou Holtz will finally bring
them up to a level of national
expectations almost equal to what
is claimed by fans before every
season. Of course, Holtz is the
greatest coach to ever roam the
sidelines in Columbia because
his record is almost over .500 for
his career and he's won twice as
many bowl games as anyone who

came before him. Never mind the
fact that he's about to embark on
his second straight losing season.
South Carolina has offered him a
contract extension because mediocrity is so much better than the
norm in the concrete jungle that
is Columbia.
If I was a Carolina student,
I'd be excited about mediocrity
as well. They live in a town that
rivals New Jersey for the armpit
of America, and where the only
100-yard
stretch
of grass is the one
inside
WilliamsBrice
Stadium.
Columbia has every
negative aspect of
big city life - crime,
pollution and slums,
for example - but has
none of the benefits.
Then you have the university
itself. Fans claim it is the best
school in the state, since it carries
the namesake. Of course, they
turn a blind eye to the statistics
just like in football. Never mind
that
Clemson
students have
higher
SAT
scores. Never
mind
that
Clemson is considered better
by every publication printed.
The Gamecocks
are just trying to be
good at something.
Tomorrow will be that
last rendition of "2001" for all
of those Gamecock seniors, who
will get to question one more
time why in the world they
allowed themselves to be conned
out of a successful career. They'll
enter into a packed house, whose
noise will be drowned out by
the screeching chicken over the
loudspeaker and they will try to

savor the last few joyful moments
of their college careers since they
have come to understand the
crowd will be gone by the third
quarter.
You see, this is Gamecock
football to a South Carolina fan.
They get the opportunity to tailgate, talk trash to opposing fans
and feel like they belong on the
same level as Clemson, Georgia,
Florida or anyone else in the SEC
(I'll give them Vandy). Then they
pack the stadium with 20,000
extra people who never went to
college, pray for a miracle and
then scoot out of the stadium
before the end to come up with
their reasons why it will not happen the next time.
I'll admit I hate traveling to
Columbia. I hate tailgating on a
dirt lot without any trees in sight.
I hate listening to Gamecock fans
before the game whose ignorance
is only outweighed by their stupidity. I hate "2001" and I
hate listening to the P.A.
announcer
lead
cheers like in a
pro game. Over
the years, I
have wondered
if there is anything positive
that
comes
from
making the trip
(besides watching another Tiger
victory) and I've
finally realized what
it is. Every time I leave I'm
that much more proud to be a
Clemson Tiger.
And I love spending another
year listening to South Carolina
fans exclaim, "Wait 'til next
year!"
Go Tigers!

A Gamecock's perspective
TYLER JONES

Guest Columnist
(The Gamecock)
So here we are, on the precipice of a new season. A one-game
season that means more than the
other 11 combined. Both sides
can agree on that, yes?
OK, the agreement ends right
there.
Saturday is a Holy Day of sorts
for big time sports junkies like
myself. The tradition and
passion of rivalry
week is the fabric that, through
time, weaves a
tapestry
which
helps to form the
history and character of the school. The
pranks, the stunts and
the hatred all combine into
that which defines not only what
your school symbolizes but how
you as a person are identified.
If you say, "I'm a Clemson
fan," then people in the South
immediately categorize you. The
same holds true for those of us
who stand proudly behind the
letters USC. It is as old as time
itself — this need for a competitor, a rival, and an enemy. Look
at Cain and Abel, Athens and
Sparta, and more appropriate for

this discussion, the Hatfields and
the McCoys.We as humans feed
off conflict, and this is no more
evident than when we will gather
at our prospective universities
and burn, in effigy, each team's
mascots and yell at the flames
like pre-historic savages.
Enough of my pompous verbosity, if this garrulous soliloquy
is to be printed in the fine paper
at Clemson Agricultural College,
I must alter my vernacular.
You see, fans of the orange, it
is okay that we don't like each
other. We. need all the
played out jokes about
getting a parking
ticket on your
tractor or panicking when
you get your
cow pregnant.
We need an
excuse to loathe
our friends, spouses, or
loved ones because they
made a bad judgment call and
enrolled in Clemson. It may be
only for one week or one day, but
we need it.
We need Clemson because
there are young men and
women out there who want to
get a degree in Crop Science or
Forest Management. We need
Clemson because our jails are
overcrowded as it is, and we

certainly need Clemson because
somebody has to wear purple jerseys with orange pants — the Old
Testament says so.
Friends in Pickens County, we
need you to be the yen to our
yang, the night to our day. And
although we may fight and have
substantially diverse opinions on
politics, literature and bestiality,
it should not come to a shock to
you that this weekend we'll have
one more thing in common. That,
my northern neighbors, is which
team will show up?
Which Clemson will show,
the one against Wake or the one
against FSU? Which Carolina
will show, the one against
Virginia or the one against LSU?
Take all the potshots you want
at us, because we'll take them at
you, but as the seats start to fill
and the band cranks up, all of
us will be clammy-palmed with
anxiety and wondering, "Are we
good enough today?"
That anticipation and unbridled
desire for victory is what makes
this rivalry the beautiful collage
of hate, fear and tradition that
has thrived for over a century.
With that said, I must return to
medicine cabinet and start taking
Dramamine to prevent the nausea
that will cascade upon me when
"Tiger Rag" is first played.

Want to write for the best college newspaper in the
state, at the best school in the state?
Come write for the Tiger!
www.thetigernews.com
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Hoops
season
is here!

Men's Basketball
vs. Gardner-Webb, Friday, 6:00 p.m.
Women's Basketball
vs. USC, Friday, 8:30 p.m.
Volleyball
at ACC Tourney, All Weekend
Football
at USC, Saturday 7:00 p.m.

Tigers defeat EA Sports, open
regular season tonight.
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Purple jerseys propel Tigers to 40-7 win over Devils
Clemson capitalizes on
early Duke mistakes to take
dominating victory.
TONY BROERING
Staff Writer
Just call them the Purple Devil
Eaters. The members of the Class
of 2003 made quite a final impression on Senior Day, in their last
game in Death Valley, a 40-7 win
over the Duke Blue Devils. The
most visible impact made by this
year's seniors was in the fashion
statement made for the game.
The seniors were granted their
request to wear purple jerseys for
the home finale. It was the second
time this season the Tigers wore
the purple jerseys, the first time
at home. The team also won its
first game in purple, 39-3 against
Georgia Tech on Sep. 20.
Saturday was the first time
Clemson had worn anything other
than orange jerseys in Death
Valley since 1991. The Tigers
sported the purple in a regular
season victory over N.C. State and
a loss to California in the Citrus
Bowl during the '91 season. The
Tigers wore blue jerseys for a
regular season game with South
Carolina in 1962.
Coach Tommy Bowden and
Athletic Director Terry Don
Phillips granted the seniors'
request for purple jerseys. They
rejected, however, the request for

'photo editor

FUMBLE!: Tiger fullback Stephen Jackson (35) forces a Duke fumble on a kickoff return. The Clemson defense forced three turnovers against the Blue Devils.
Senior John Leake also enjoyed of Clemson seniors since the 1993 looking for motivation. Bowden
purple pants as well, in hopes of
gave the credit to his seniors.
keeping with the "One Clemson, the change. "I like them. I wish season.
we went all purple," said Leake.
In his opening comments at "The resiliency says a lot about
Solid Orange" theme.
Asked why all the seniors " I wanted purple everything . . . the post-game press conference, this team," Bowden said. "The
wanted to wear the different purple gloves, purple everything. Bowden commended the seniors leadership and the seniors take
colored uniforms, senior offen- But, you know, I just like to play. immediately. "First of all, we control and convince the players
sive tackle Gregory Walker said: You could put all yellow on me for have to congratulate the seniors. to motivate themselves. It was
"We [seniors] all like purple. We all I care."
This year's class got 30 wins, a prime spot where they needed
The seniors on this team play the first time in 10 years. The motivation, after Florida State
wanted to go all purple but they
wouldn't let us. We went orange more than the role as fashion graduation rate is high, maybe and before South Carolina. I'm
and purple, and I think it looked coordinator, however. The class the highest we've ever had here. very proud of the team. It says
good. I liked it."
now has 30 wins in their four I think that this is a very classy, a lot about the character of the
"Two in a row in the purple jer- years at Clemson. The total, which representative group of Clemson team."
seys," added quarterback Charlie could include two more victories University," said Bowden.
Not only did the seniors moti
Whitehurst. "We might need to try over South Carolina and a bowl
The Duke game was one in
SEE DUKE, PAGE 12
them out a little more."
win, is the highest for any class which the team would have to be

Miller exorcises personal demons against Duke Purnell signs
first class

Cornerback breaks out of
slump with interception, punt
return for touchdown.
BRIAN GARRISON
Staff Writer
For the final home game of
the 2003 Clemson Tiger football
season, the home Tigers came
into the Duke game with a different look. The Tigers sported
purple jerseys with orange pants,
a combination never before worn
at Clemson. The combination was
striking to say the least, but the
Tigers had Clemson's school colors in full effect for the gridiron
match-up against the Blue Devils.
The uniforms apparently worked
as motivation for the Tigers as
they took care of Duke handily by
the score of 40-7.
"I like it," Clemson sophomore cornerback Justin Miller
said. "This is my idea. They (the
seniors) asked me what color I
wanted and I said, 'Purple and
orange or all purple.'"
Despite what Miller said, and
whether or not he convinced
his senior teammates on what
uniform combination to wear on
Senior Day, he convinced them
that he was ready to play. Miller
got his second interception of the
year and had a game-breaking
punt return for a touchdown in
Saturday's convincing win against
the much undermanned and under
coached Duke squad.
Miller appeared to be in somewhat of a "sophomore slump"
this year because he had not put
up the big numbers with interceptions. Last year Miller had a
school record eight interceptions,
and also had a kick return for a
touchdown.
"I know athletically, that's what
I should be doing," said Miller. "I
should be out there getting inter-

Tiger head coach inks three
top-100 recruits according
to national publications.
ROY WELSH
Assistant Sports Editor

DAVID KALK photo editor

OFF TO THE RACES: Clemson cornerback Justin Miller (9) returns a punt for a touchdown to extend the Tiger lead.
ceptions and returning punts and
kicks for touchdowns." It was the
first punt return for a touchdown
since last year's senior corner
Brian Mance did in the 2000
season.
Miller went up to defend a pass
against a much larger receiver,
and with one hand, Miller came
down wrestling the ball away
from Duke's receiver. The play
was just one of many that sparked
a dominating defensive perfor-

mance from the Tigers as they
allowed the Blue Devils just 174
total yards of offense on the day.
The only score that the Clemson
defense allowed was on an
apparent fumble by the Clemson
offense. Even the public address
announcer at Death Valley stated
"there is a called fumble on the
play." Subsequently, the Tiger
defense was just getting on the
field it seems as Duke snapped
the ball and took a halfback draw

to the endzone for their only score
of the afternoon.
"The chore this week was how
would we respond off of last
week," Clemson defensive coordinator John Lovett said. "Our
team has matured. We had some
good performances early this season, then we jumped ahead 14-0 in
the North Carolina game and guyS
thought it was going to be
SEE

NINE,

PAGE
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Two
Wednesdays
ago,
Clemson head basketball coach
Oliver Purnell put a stamp on
his first recruiting class with the
Tigers, signing three top-100
recruits for the 2004-2005 season. Purnell signed James Mays,
Cheyenne Moore and Sam Perry,
all forwards, during the first day
of the fall signing period. The
Tigers' recruiting class is considered in the top-40 by three
services, and is ranked at No.
25 by Insiderhoops.com. Coach
Purnell seemed happy with the
class so far. "I am really pleased
with our recruiting class and this
group of young men," Purnell
said. "They want to be part of
a dream to winning the ACC. A
lot of people can talk about that
but these guys really stepped out
there and signed on the dotted
line," said Purnell, who seemed
pleased that his three recruits
seemed enticed by the challenge
of joining a program that is in the
rebuilding stages.
Purnell hopes that the winning experiences that his three
new players have had on the
hardwood in high school will
lead them to success at Clemson.
All of these young men come
from winning programs, which
I think is very important as they
understand what it takes to win.
They understand team and they
understand success. I think that is
going to be very helpful to our
SEE
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PROWL

BY ALANNA JONES

Stop by the movie store, pop a
little popcorn and snuggle up to
your honey on Tuesday, November
25 and watch these new releases:
Jim Carrey, Morgan Freeman and
Jennifer Aniston in the comedy
"Bruce Almighty;" Jean-Claude
Van Damme in "In Hell;" Jack
Lemmon and Sandy Dennis in the
comedy "The Out of Towners;" the
Olsen twins in "When in Rome"
and Patrick Stewart in "X2: X-Men
United."
It's time to find out where the
music will be in the area over
the next few weeks: Aerial is at
Smiths Old Bar in Atlanta tomorrow, November 22. Check out
Confederate Railroad in Longs,
S.C. at H.D. Spokes on November
29. Jason Mraz will be at the Roxy
in Atlanta on Sunday, November
30. Traditional country music artist David Ball will be at Jeannie's
Nightclub in Anderson on Friday,
December 12. He is best known for
his single "Thinkin' Problem" and
his current single is "Whenever You
Come Back to Me Again."
On Tuesday, November 24 at
7 p.m. at Loose Change Michael
Griffith will be reading as part of
a fiction reading series. A Clemson
student will also be reading an original story.
Feel the rhythym of the music
Tuesday, November 25 with these
new releases: Andy White's "Boy
40," At the Gates' "Terminal Spirit

Disease," Boogie Punkers' "Boogie
Punkers," Cat Anderson's "Cat
Speaks," Dixie Chicks' "Top of
the World (Live)," Elvis Presley's
"Louisiana Hayride and Interviews
with Elvis," Jay-Z's "Black Album,"
John Wesley Harding's "Why We
Rock," Korn's "Take a Look in the
Mirror," Missy Elliot's "This is Not
a Test" and ZZ Top's "Mescalero."
Get your tickets before its too
late for these hot shows this holiday season: Toby Keith will be
in Columbia on November 28 at
the Colonial Center. On December
2 the Trans-Siberian Orchestra
will be at Township Auditorium in
Columbia. Less than Jake will be
at the Masquerade in Atlanta on
December 4. Simon and Garfunkel
are at Phillips Arena on December
20. The Newsboys will be in
Macon, G.A. on December 29 at the
Macon Centreplex.
Check out these movies hitting the theaters this holiday season: November 21: "Dr. Seuss'
The Cat in the Hat." November
26: "Bad Santa," "Big Fish,"
"The Haunted Mansion" and
"Timeline." December: "Cheaper
by the Dozen," "Cold Mountain,"
"Girl with a Pearl Earring," "The
Last Samurai," "The Lord of the
Rings: The Return of the King,"
"Mona Lisa Smile," "Peter Pan,"
"Something's Gotta Give" and
"Stuck on You," just to name a
few.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
• University Ridge Condo
• Across from Tillman Hall
• Walk to Class

Call
Kim Drake

got dressed and the
officer told us to find
a safer spot. I was so
embarrassed."
"I have a lunch break
between class and biolab, and instead of going
to lunch with my friends, I
decide to visit my boyfriend.
Well, things get kind of hot and
heavy, and I ended up giving him
oral sex for, you know, lunch.
Well when I get to my bio-lab,
it is the day where we practice
looking at tissue cultures, and we
swab the insides of our cheeks.
We have these cameras attached
to the microscopes to project on
the wall for the entire class to see,
and when my sample came up it
had some swimming visitors on
the slide. I was mortified and ran
out of the room instantly. I ended
up dropping the lab and taking a
'W' and I never skipped another
lunch."
"My freshman year (a long time
ago) I got invited to a party in the
high-rises across campus. I had
already been drinking with some
friends, and I was a bit 'under the
weather' when I arrived. I was
talking to some friends about the
football game the next day, and I
had mentioned something about
being on the field. I was in the
marching band at the time, but
this girl overheard and thought
I was a football player. She then
accused me of being a bit wimpy
for a football player so I told her
I was a field goal kicker (a bad
choice at the time). Anyway, we
ended up making out, and she has
this grin on her face the entire
time. When I left she told me 'I'll
see you on the field,' I had no idea
what she meant, but the next day
at the game she found me on the

Finals are almost here, and to
make things worse, every teacher
you have has decided to have a
paper or a project due right before
Thanksgiving. Well with all of
this mounting stress, what better
time to relax, read the paper and
laugh hysterically at more embarrassing sex stories from your fellow Clemson students.
"My boyfriend and I like to
play around. By that I mean act
silly, tell jokes and get into tickle
fights. One evening, when we
were fooling around, he started
acting all silly. So, there we were
half dressed and chasing each
other around the room and laughing hysterically. Then he pushed
me onto the bed and started
tickling me. I am a very ticklish
person. I go into uncontrollable
fits whenever I am being tickled.
He kept on tickling me and I accidentally peed on him and the bed.
He was grossed out, but didn't
get mad and was sweet about it. I
guess that's why I love him."
"So I'm at my senior prom,
and my date is a guy who I'm
friends with, but nothing else. We
leave prom early, and go out to a
secluded spot. We make out some,
but that's all I want to do. Well,
during all of our tongue twisting,
my date had decided to take all of
his clothes off. I guess he decided
he was going to get lucky on prom
night. Before I knew it, he was
completely naked. All of a sudden a set of headlights appeared
in front of us. Then to make it
worse, a set of flashing blue lights
turned on. The officer walked up
to find me completely in a formal
gown, and my date stark naked in
the driver's seat. I'll never forget
the officer's words, 'Son, where
are all your" clothes?' He finally

FREE MUZAK YEE HAW!
FROM TIMEOUT

864-246-9998

2 Bedroom/2 Bath and 3 Bedroom/3 Bath
Furnished with Washer and Dryer
Up to 10 Available!

Won't you give me three steps ... Wait, instead,
give me a FREE LYNYRD SKYNYRD CD! Get
on them new-fangled computer devices and head
over to www.TheTigerNews.com to enter for the
latest (and greatest) Lynyrd Skynyrd CD "Vicious
Cycle." This latest album by the southern rockers
showcases some old classics such as "Give Me
Back My Bullets" featuring Kid Rock, and some
new sure to be classics such as "Red White and
Blue" and American anthem for the "Simple Man!"
The South may not rise again, but you'll have
some sweet tunes while you wait for it.
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864/225-2455

field in full band uniform. She
was a cheerleader, and all of her
friends laughed at me as we lined
up for half time. The worst part
was that I think she told some
of the football players, because
some of them gave me a mean
look when we left the field."
"My second to last year at
school I shared a room with this
guy who had gone a bit nuts after
his girlfriend of forever left him.
He was dating this other girl who
I couldn't stand, and every time
she came up to visit I got kicked
out of my room. Well one night
my friends and I went out drinking and when I got back my roommate had taken over our den with
his evil girlfriend. I went back to
our room, expecting to get kicked
out so they could have sex. While
waiting to get kicked out, I started
talking online to some friends at
another school. They were urging
me to turn my web cam on his bed
in case he and his girlfriend had
sex. A bit inebriated, I decided
to, then passed out. The next day
I went to work, and when I got
home I had a bazillion instant
messages. I had left the camera
on, and they had saved some
very naked pictures of him and
his girlfriend in the act. Being the
good friend that I am, I put all the
pictures on the Internet for all to
see. I really hated that guy."
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Tiger legend says buhbye
Some time during my Junior were talking to me, requesting
year in the spring, I was enrolled information and sending me
in a fiction writing class. I took priority one overnight packthis to escape technical writing ages. Suddenly I was in other
for my major. The class was people's rolodexes.
I pushed with my editor
full of English majors and I,
much like Donnie, was out of Marie Glenn to put more conmy element. It was in this class tent in "TimeOut." I also am
I sat next to the former Editorial proud to have my girlfriend,
Editor, Elizabeth Renedo who Alanna Jones, to write "On the
said, "Hey, do you want to write Prowl," despite the fact that
for 'the Tiger'?" And yes, those both her parents and my parents
read the paper. I also stood by
words changed my life.
I had no interest in writing for her when some of the school
"TimeOut." I didn't even know turned against her, and I was
what "TimeOut" was. I never there when a flood of support
read the student newspaper, I came to her email inbox.
I have not regretted anything
didn't wake up until noon or
"noon-thirty" and by then all the we have printed, and in case any
copies of the paper were gone. of you were wondering, it is my
But, I wrote a sample piece of fault some of the headlines
and
captions
writing, which
beneath photos
was a review
are so weird. I
of my favorite
BRUCE
like to add a bit
book, "House
MORRISON
of my personof
Leaves."
Assistant
ality in every
So, I ended up
TimeOut Editor
issue,
which
on the small
results in inside
"TimeOut"
jokes. I also
staff. I wrote
try, (sometimes
a column that
some of you may remember, but unsuccessfully) to influence
most have now forgotten. It was Garret (our wonderful artist) to
eventually replaced by "On the make what can be considered
Prowl." It wasn't until toward "obscure" cartoons. I also try
the end of my Senior year that very hard to influence "Captain
I finally convinced my editor to T-shirt," our very obscure carlet me do a video game review. toon which I'm sure nobody
gets (but that's the point of the
And thus an era was born.
OK, so maybe I use era a bit whole thing).
loosely, but from now on you
I'm leaving Clemson in
can bet "TimeOut" will have December onto something new,
Nintendo laden reviews embed- though God only knows what.
ded deep within its pages. I So, I'm abusing my editorial
finished up the year thinking powers to pass on some words
how much I'd like to be Editor of wisdom, encouragement or
of "TimeOut," but alas my something of the like. If you
schedule had me graduating in have ever even once considered
December. To make my parents maybe possibly, in a remote
proud, and being the first of my chance, writing for the paper,
cousins to graduate (although go for it! I know it's cheesy, it's
I'm not the oldest), I signed typical, but listen to me, just do
up to graduate, giving me just it, try it. I've met some of the
one more semester with the greatest people who give up so
much of their time, including
newspaper.
As Assistant Editor, I worked almost all of Wednesday night
hard to build relationships with until 6 a.m. working hard on
Nintendo and Sony, along with making "The Tiger" the second
other companies, in the effort best college newspaper in the
to bring new current entertain- country. I'm not looking for pity,
ment news to Clemson. Being I'm just looking for that guy or
Assistant Editor has been the girl out there who knows every
most challenging and fun thing I secret in Mario 3 and wants to
have done at Clemson, and that tell the world about it. I want
includes going to Mardi Gras, you to write for "TimeOut." I
skydiving, bowl games and want to keep it alive and full
countless parties. I have gotten of articles for the entire student
everything from free t-shirts body. Let them know what you
to free video games and free think, shape their opinions and
CDs. Companies who I always most importantly, do something
thought were unapproachable you enjoy

FKEfNANT...
or think you might be?
Stop by Birthright
for a pregnancy test
that is free, reliable,
confidential,

accurate...
and it only takes
4 minutes.
No appointment
needed.

WE CARE . . -WE CAN HELP

Birthright of Clemson
654-3377 or 1-800-550-4900 (Hotline)
105 Wall St. Suite 4 Clemson
(Behind Eckerd & Bank of America)

CLUBHOUSE
CORNER Tigers for Tigers
BETH WESTEREN

Staff Writer
It's sad, but true: there are more
"tigers" on Clemson's campus than
there are real tigers in the world,
and wild tiger populations are
dwindling every day. Finally, some
Clemson students have decided to
take their pride in their mascot and
put it to some real use.
A few years ago, a student
returning from a trip to
India started a student
organization in an
effort to help wild
tiger conservation
efforts. The club
has
struggled
over the years,
but
in
the
Spring of 2003
Tigers for Tigers
was adopted as
an official student
organization
by
the University. It has
now evolved to include
a Biological Sciences special
topics class that will be taking its
own trip to India.
The goals of the club are farreaching and ambitious. With only
a few members, as most new clubs
have, it seems that each forms his or
her own committee. There's "Cubs
for Cubs," an educational program
focused on teaching school-aged
children in the Clemson area about
the plight of tigers in the wild.
There's an "Adopt-a-Park" program, where strides are being made
towards sponsoring a tiger reserve
in India, practically the only place
left in the world where large populations of tigers still exist. And, of
course, there's ftindraising, because
all of this costs money. But most
of all, there is a love for tigers and
a desire to see them thrive in the
wild.
Also, for the last two years, Tigers

for Tigers has brought prestigious
tiger experts to Clemson to speak to
students about their experiences. In
2002, they invited Dr. Ron Tilson,
possibly the world's most esteemed
tiger scientist. When he reached
Clemson, he was astonished by
the amount of tiger pride there was
on campus and in the surrounding
community. He left knowing that
Clemson could make a difference
in the situation around the world.
Earlier this year, Pradeep
Sankhala came from
India to speak to
students
about
growing
up
with tigers. His
father founded
Tiger Trust, the
original tiger
conservation
program
in
India, which
is now Project
Tiger. Pradeep
Sankhala
was
chairman of all
conservation efforts in
India, as well as owning an ecotourism com
pany focused around
the tigers in hopes of
educating those who
came to India. He
also worked closely
with Tigers for
Tigers in planning
their efforts, especially with adopting
a tiger park.
Next spring, Dr.
David Tonkyn, the
faculty sponsor for Tigers
for Tigers, will teach a special
topics course about tiger conservation. This will include a two-week
trip to India, in which students
will be able to see tigers up
close in the wild and hopefully understand more about
the environment in which
they live. The goal is
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to further develop plans for how
Clemson students can help their
mascot survive. Though the class
is already full for next semester,
be sure to keep your eyes open for
it in the next few years; while this
group will be making plans to help,
the next groups will be instituting
them.
In the meantime, the club needs
as many students as possible to
help achieve the goals they have
in Clemson. If you are interested
in joining, meetings are every other
Wednesday at 7:00 in Long Hall.
Contact Dr. Tonkyn for more information. While the club receives
support from President Barker,
Calhoun Honors College and other
areas of the university, it is really
students who make a difference. *
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Pick of the Week
Album: Joe Maynard's
Favorites
Artist: Poor Rich Ones
Label: Five One Inc.
Release Date: Out Now
By Jeff Young

Somewhere between the musical styles of REM, Radiohead and
Coldplay exists a little-known
Indie rock band from up North
— way up North. The band Poor
Rich Ones hails from Norway,
and "Joe Maynard's Favorites"
is their second album to reach the
U.S. "Joe Maynard's Favorites" is
not entirely a new album; rather,
it is a compilation of their best
work from previous releases.
Popular for a while in Norway,
Poor Rich Ones brings their
unique style to this release in an
effort to win over fans of melancholy Indie rock. Their previous
album, "Happy, Happy," drew
attention and acclaim for its
well-executed experimental rock,
but this album release escaped
mainstream notice due to the lack
of marketing.
At first listen, "Joe Maynard's
Favorites" seems to have unsophisticated melodies and guitar
licks, but this simplistic approach
produces good, clean music
with many subtle surprises. One
of the many little surprises on
this album is the lofty feminine
vocals, which are actually done
by lead singer William Hut in
addition to the standout keyboard
work which is an integral part of
many of these Indie rock songs.
The
first
two
songs,
"Milwaukee" and "Old Age
and Failures," showcase some
of Poor Rich Ones' new work.
"Milwaukee" starts off the album
with a bang, incorporating catchy
lyrics and chords. Though there
may not seem to be much substance to this pop-like lament,
lyrics such as "My heart is broken / Can you slow down — I'm
walking ... after you / and it alls
begin with love," both confuse
the listener and make for a nice
twist on the theme of lost love.
"Old Age and Failures" slows
down the pace a little, but it still
showcases crisp vocals and a

plodding bass line overlaid with
small surprises, including vocal
fade-outs and electronic effects.
The steady pace of this song
contributes to the low-key feel
of "Joe Maynard's Favorites"
and sets the tone for the next few
songs on the album.
The majority of this album consists of the band's older works,
which are sandwiched between
two new songs at the beginning of
the CD and two live tracks at the
end of the disc. "Fear of Losing"
stands out as another one of the
band's old love songs, using rich
harmonized vocals to produce
a beautiful mid-tempo piece.
Another slower song that utilizes
well-matched vocals paired with
acoustic guitar is "Blind." This
track stands out as one of the
slowest and more complex songs
on the album: it can either be
peaceful and poignant or simply
sad, depending on the listener's
mood.
Despite the number of slowpaced songs on this album, there
are more up-beat songs that
also deserve a listen, including
"Kindly Country," "English
Popsong" and "Habit." "Kindly
Country" is a melancholy piece
of almost epic proportions due to
its length and variety. It starts out
with timpani drum and sporadic
guitar licks but evolves over the
six-minute span of the song into
an experimental electronica-rock
mixture with synthesizers and
a driving bass line. In contrast,
"English Popsong" has a Europop feel, but its slight sense of
irony and fun sound make for a
good listen. "Habit" is by far one
of the best and catchiest songs on
this album due to its driving guitars and piano accompaniment.
In addition to many of the
older tracks on "Joe Maynard's
Favorites," Poor Rich Ones also
includes two of its live tracks,
"Leave" and "Circular World."
Like "Milwaukee" and "Habit,"
both of these songs offer up
attention-grabbing pop-rock with
Hut's trademark airy vocals and
Bjorn's wonderful keyboards.
With their catchy lyrics and
good, clean rock, it is not hard to
see why Poor Rich Ones has long
been recognized in Europe as an
Indie rock force to be reckoned
with. Many of the songs on "Joe
Maynard's Favorites" deal with
typical ideas like the discovery
or loss of love, but the little vocal
and instrumental touches make
this disc shine. *

124 N. Towmille St. - Seneca, SC 29678

TUESDAY: ALL YOU CAN EAT CRAB LEGS r Buy one sandwich 1
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS: KIDS EAT FREE
or salad, get one
half price
PRIME RIB SPECIAL
Expires: 1/1/04

We have over 100 sandwichs
icecream,
dinner specials!

Turkey offers alternative to hotspots
like Cancun for spring break options
KEREMASAL

Staff Writer
Let's take a trip to a crazy Ibiza,
where we lose ourselves in clubs
and wake up to a new day on
the beach with the cool touch of
waves hitting our feet once every
three seconds. Or maybe we'll go
to Amsterdam and hang around in
coffee shops silently staring at the
walls for an hour until someone
says: "Hey, let's head to the Red
Light District!"
How about we give Cancun a
visit for the spring break just like
everyone else and the same as the
year before and the year before
that?
Established trips are good and
safe. That's easy to understand.
Not everyone has an "adventurous" side. That's acceptable, too.
But ignoring a whole world just
because we don't want to take
risks or we want to be able to say,
"Oh, I've been there, too" in a conversation in which we try to show
off doesn't make much sense.
It's a bit unfair to the hidden
spots all over the world. Oh, and
by the way, we would be missing
a lot.
The Aegean Sea is right in the
middle of Greece and Turkey. Two
nations that are too busy to present
each other new evidences to prove
from whom baklava or Ouzo /Raki
(call it whichever you like) originated.
On the southwest coast of
Turkey where the Aegean meets
the Mediterranean, there is a
hidden town called "Kas" where
an untouched beauty of Turkish
landscape meets with a dress of
Hellenistic ruins, sunken cities
and secret chapels.
The area is rocky all around,
helping to keep the bay crystal
clear. Kas was one of the most
important maritime cities of the
Lycian civilization and is now surrounded by rock tombs and ruins
of the ancient city, Antiphellos,
which are lit up at night.
The reason why Kas stays
hidden even among the popular
Turkish sunspots is that it is not
easy to get there. It hides behind
the Taurus Mountains, facing the
Mediterranean.
The two-hour shuttle after the

PHOTO COURTESY OF TJ. ROGEBS. HYATT5VILLE, MD

NOT JUST A FOOD, A COUNTRY TOO: With Thanksgiving coming up, we wanted to enlighten people about how Turkey is actually a place, not a plate.
Antalya Airport is a must, but
it will take eight hours to fly to
Istanbul and another hour to fly
down to Antalya. But once we
get there, just a look at the sea
and the unbelievable landscape
will be enough to absorb all our
fatigue. There is not a sign that
says, "Welcome to Heaven", but
we know we are pretty close.
One thing that comforts me when
I discover a new vacation spot is
the presence of Aussies nearby.
The more Aussies are around, the
higher the chances that I am at a
very cool town with a lot to do and
see. Kas is full of them. And soon,
we start to see for ourselves why it
is so. Around a radius of 20 miles
distance from downtown there are
five to six different spots that simply must be seen in daylight. That
is also why Kas resembles a ghost
town in daytime, but it is fully
packed at nights.
The most interesting of these
must-sees around Kas are the
Patara Beach, the sunken city
and the hidden valley. Patara is a
golden and endless beach, where
caretta-carettas (an endangered
sea turtle species) lay their eggs
and you can actually keep a part
of the beach to yourself, totally out
of everyone's sight. Going to Kas
with a girlfriend or finding one
there seems to be a good idea.
You can get to the sunken city
easily via a daily boat tour in
which you can also swim in the
secret coves and crystal clean
waters of the Mediterranean. It is

'News always needs writers, dude.'
-Daniel Lowrey
Please help him, he's desperate.
Email him at news@TheTigerNews.com.

864-653-5100
Mon - Fri: 6am - 2am

soups,
Directions: From Clemson take 123 to
Seneca. Turn left at Ingles. Were on
the left hand comer at the 4th
stoplight.

not Atlantis, but it is amazing that
there really is a sunken city where
you can see the ancient streets,
houses and even rooms.
Then there is the hidden valley
of Saklikent. You must endlessly
weave through the gorge to reach
a secret chapel at the end.
There is an ice-cold river
accompanying you throughout this
journey. Then you have to climb
up slippery rocks, jump down tiny
cliffs where you can't see what's
below, and you must fight against
the river flow.
Kas is not the craziest party
town, but it hosts some of the
hungriest people in the world.
The seafood restaurants serve the
freshest of the fish, and real Italian
restaurants and authentic Turkish
food are likely to be your main
dinner choices.
Nothing but excellent food can
fuel someone up for the next day.
Besides, there are reggae bars,
dance clubs and rock bars in which
to hang out or wine houses where
you can taste homemade wines of
every flavor. Nights are definitely
not dead in Kas.
Kas is "the" place for surfers,
divers and fans of all extreme
water sports. In the mornings,
when stretching in your balcony
and staring out, you are most likely
to see surfers sharing the sea, boats
taking off for daily tours and a sky
full of paragliders spiraling down
above our heads. This is not a view
you can find anywhere else, -k

BUFFET STYLE PIZZA
All the toppings at no extra cost!
One 12"
$7.49
Two 12"
$13.99
Three 12"
$19.99
Double Cheese-$1.19
PIZZA AVAILABLE UNTIL 1:30AM

Sat & Sun: 7am - Midnight

BEER • ICE
PIZZA • GAS
Beer Available anytime except Sunday

CALL FOR DIRECTIONS!
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Coupon Expires: December 7, 2003. Offer limited to one (1) per customer
lor game titles valued at $39.99 at participating stores. This coupon may
not be tr nsferre
a
d' sold or reproduced and must be relinquished at time of
redemption. This coupon is not valid with other
offers or discounts. Void if lost or stolen. Cash
redemption value 1/100*. GAME RUSH and!
BLOCKBUSTER names, design and related
marks are trademarks of BLOCKBUSTER Inc.
© 2003 BLOCKBUSTER Inc. All rights reserved.

Go to www.GAMERUSH.com to find the GAME RUSH store near you

Game titles are available at participating stores. Price, availability and selection may vary. Games are not available in all stores. Strongly recommend that adults review contents before shanng with children. Please read warnings printed on or with game
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marks are trademarks of Blockbuster Inc. © 2003 Blockbuster Inc. All rights reserved.
Ratings provided by Entertainment Software Rating Board. For more information visit www.esrb.org. * Content suitable for persons age 6 and older, t Content suitable for persons age 13 and older. I* Content suitable for persons age 17 and older.
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By Adam Thompson
Could we exist without tradition? Well,
probably; but who would want to? Without
it, dining room tables would remain bare
at Thanksgiving from indecision about the
menu, thousands of Rocky Horror Picture
Show fans wouldn't know when during the
movie to throw the rice they never even
thought to bring and it would become impossible to identify irreverent people during certain songs by their covered heads. Traditions
are both legendary and mutable and sometimes even baffling to outsiders, all of which
adds to their charm.
Colleges are breeding grounds for tradition, Clemson being no exception, and at
few times the scope and magnitude of such
traditions are more apparent than on football game days. There is certainly nothing
like being in Death Valley on those crisp fall
days, united with 80,000 other orange-clad

fans in synchronized cheerii|
to hear the roar of the car
the team bounce down the
Howard's Rock. But of couH
the hill would be far from cl
its theme music.
Tiger Band has ajways.be^
able part of the Clemson
has been a band at the
from its military academy
the soundtracks tawinsanl
proportions. It would not be]
to say that they ar© at the
spirit and its members are s|
diehard Clemson fens alive
stuck with this university tl
and everything, including;its]
cessful battle to avoid an ar
Here's the kicker* that Tm
forget though: Tiger Band
they're good at it. Tfiey wbrk|
to learn new songs and cor
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cheering and clapping
le cannon and watch
fn the hill after rubbing
course, the run down
[rom complete without

tions of ranks and spirals to complement
them, only elicit to one or two "oohs" from
the crowd. While half the stadium leaves the
stands to buy nachos or relieve themselves,
the band gives their performance without
fail, and while it may not have the spectacle
of a Britney Spears /Aerosmith half time
extravaganza, it's a whole lot less annoying.
Sometimes Tiger Band does resemble a rock
band, though; they have been known to sing
about beer and thoroughly enjoy themselves
while getting down to their music.
At times, they're under appreciated and
they often take a lot of abuse at away games
from the opposing team's drunken fans, but
they're never forgotten. So here's to Tiger
Band: May you always remember the notes
to Tiger Rag and continue to make everyone

|ys,been an indispenslson tradition. There
the university even
tiemy roots, providing
Ins, and losses of epic
pt be an exaggeration
the heart of Clemson
are some of the most
alive. The band has
hsity through anything
Incf its long and unsuc| an arts program.
Jfmany people often proud.
Jand plays music and
work hard every week Photos and cover photo by David Kalk,
[id complicated forma- photo editor
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At least Dan Reeder can't possibly get any worse
*
DAN REEDER
Dan Reeder
Released: Out Now

KATESHOLLER

Staff Writer
The next time you are tired of
what is playing in your CD player,
and you think, "Hey. I am really
in the mood to hear an old man
singing about all he wants is food
and women in more vulgar terms.
Where can I hear a masterpiece
such as this?" Well friend, Dan
Reeder is the answer.
If you have never had these
thoughts and you find yourself at a
locale where Dan Reeder's CD is
for purchase, do not let the cover
art fool you. With its bright colors
and pop art-like drawings completed by the musician, it whispers
to the part of your brain that is in

charge of good taste; "Psst. Buy
me. I am contemporary, and I am
artsy, and you will like me, I promise." So your naive, trusting good
taste makes you purchase it, and
you open the case. That is when
the warning lights start flashing.
Behind the CD, there are no
bright colors or pop art - in its
place there is an elderly gentleman
with an acoustic guitar. The other
lobes in your brain recognize panic,
and your good tasteness to console
you by saying: "It's OK. Think of
Paul Simon! Think of Bob Dylan!
This elderly gentleman could be
the greatest undiscovered talent to
ever hold a guitar!" So your good
taste lets you give the CD a shot...
and is brutally assaulted.
It's not his style that's the problem. He has potential and he apparently has some sort of notoriety in
California as a painter, and he even
made his own instruments. So he
apparently just wants to sadistically torture your good taste. The
first song on the album, "Three

Where Tigers
Eat...
Where Tigers
Meet

654-2274
• Appetizers • Great Sandwiches
• Soups & Salads • Gourmet Burgers
• Chicken, Steaks, & Seafood
Over 200 Micro-Brewed & Imported Beers
14 Beers on Tap
Join our Around the World Beer Club
Happy Hour: Mon-Fri 4pm - 7pm
Business Hours: Mon-Sat 11:15-Midnight
Sunday - Closed
101 Keith Street • Downtown Clemson

Chords," begins proclaiming that
he "sounds just like Van Morrisson
in his better days, and if you could
stop me, you would have already,
because jealousy is obviously killing you." The problems with this
statement go without saying; this
statement repeated twice composes the entire song.
After this pretentious and undeserved self-praise, he moves on
to "No One Will Laugh," where
he states no less than eight times,
that, "You can
make a mess of
the simplest song
and no one will
laugh at you." He
only
interrupts
saying this to say
that "if they do,
they can blow me
too, because no
one should laugh
at you." Again,
the problems go
without saying.
The next track,
"The Tulips on the
Table," laments
about something
boring that isn't
worth
noting
because it is really
just building up
to the shock of
the fourth song,
"Food and Pussy."
Songs five, six,
and seven: more
repetitive lamenting — it's not
worth noting the titles, because
your good taste has learned to
interpret this excessive whining solely as a warning for some
immature display of the utter lack
of talent that is to come. This
brings us to song eight: "My Little
Bitty Pee Pee." Which simply
repeats, ad nauseum, "my little
bitty pee pee." It's perfectly OK to

be immature past the age of 40, but
please, no "pee pee" jokes. A songwriter has to try especially hard to
write a song so mind-numbingly
awful.
During tracks 9-16, it seems that
it was his creative muse's bedtime
because there isn't anything particularly immature or vulgar. There is
nothing noteworthy either. In track
17, "The Brain Is Not the Mind,"
he apparently feels guilty for such
a barrage of garbage, and attempts

to redeem himself with vague, deep
philosophy. So he repeats, "The
brain is not the mind and the mind
is not the brain" a few unnecessary
times. His attempt goes unnoticed.
However, on track 18, "Clean
Elvis," he actually has a chance
of being a real songwriter. His
harmonies are clean, his voice is
clear and he even manages to sing,

"When I say Vietnam it sounds just
like Coca-Cola," with a little bit of
conviction, showing nostalgia for
the past and disenchantment with
the present generation — things
a man his age should be singing
about, not his itty bitty pee pee.
Then he throws in a couple of "I
will always love yous" and an "I
can't help falling in love with you"
or two, and all conviction is lost.
Was he trying to make it a power
ballad? That simply does not work.
It seems as though
crrnriro
he is aware that
AQViSQBY
his CD is terrible,
and he wants to
apologize
with
one decent song.
So, he rolls love
and war and anything meaningful
he can think of
into a chorus, and
everything is supposed to be OK.
Well, it isn't.
Dan Reeder is
the epitome of
disappointment.
Someone
that
clearly has the
artistic abilities
to make his own
instruments and
establish notoriety as a painter
should be able to
produce
something other than
this catastrophe.
It's like someone
gave him a million dollars, and
instead of doing something halfway worthwhile with it, he built a
papier-mache castle out of it. He
is not Bob Dylan, he is not Paul
Simon, he is simply a bane to your
musical good sense. Avoid this
CD, regardless of how promising
the cover may appear, -k

Is your idol Stuart Scott? Do you find yourself
screaming "booyah!" when you see someone throw
down a dunk? Maybe you should write for sports.
Call Roy at 656-6269

THIRSTYT
CALL THE WATERBOY!

Spring, Distilled, &

The TimeOut staff would
like to make a correction
to the November 7 issue
of The Tiger. In the article
entitled "Joint Venture of

Fluoridated water
Bands Rock Littlejohn like

5 gal. & case delivery

None Other" the article

Cooler rentals & sales

states that there were 500

No Deposits, No Contracts!

attendees at the Alien Ant

Perfect for your home,

Farm/311

apartment, or office!

were actually 1,147 people

Concert. There

in attendance at the concert.

Planet Comics
The Newstand
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FREE HOME & OFFICE DELIVERY!
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We apologize for any inconvenience and will be more
accurate in the future.
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- Two hours of nothing makes for a fine movie
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MASTER AND COMMANDER: THE FAR SIDE
OF THE WORLD
Universal Pictures
Released: Out Now

DANIEL McCORD

Staff Writer
Perhaps the most interesting
aspect of "Master and Commander:
The Far Side of the World," Peter
Weir's stunning historical epic,
is that for most of the film, nothing too terribly exciting happens.
The audience is manipulated into
believing that something huge is
about to occur, but just as the summit of suspense is reached, the plot
goes in another direction. Somehow
this works, and suspense gradually
builds throughout the whole of the
film. What could be considered by
some to be a completely boring,
eventless film turns out. Surprise
at the least expected moments with
stunning exhibitions of character
(and plot, for those who take pleasure in subtleties).
The pacing of "Master and
Commander" could turn the casual
viewer off completely from the
beginning. From the opening shots,
it appears that the beginning of the
film will be a slow, descriptive
piece allowing the viewer to "get
to know" some of the crew members of the British Warship H.M.S.
Surprise. Wrong. A battle scene
comes out of the blue and shows

what the rest of the film will center
around, or so we are led to think.
The remainder of the film (aside
from the final uber-climactic battle
scene) revolves around the struggles of military sea-life in the early
1800s. Those expecting the traditional plot-driven historical epic
with tons of in-your-face action
scenes and very little in the line
of character should probably nod
off for a while or even get out of
the theater immediately. Those who
enjoy a great character-driven film
that has some interesting music,
great cinematography, terrific acting and a few glorious fight scenes
in the background (for contextual
purposes) should stay along for the
ride.
Russell Crowe is the magnificent Captain Jack Aubrey, referred
to by his men as "Lucky Jack."
He leads the Surprise in a tactical
"battle" against the larger and more
heavily armed French warship, the
Acheron. This "battle" consists
mainly of the ships playing chicken
with one another and chasing each
other around South America. As
this takes place in the ocean, they
literally go all the way around
South America.
After the Surprise is greatly
wounded in the early battle, they
must repair the ship at sea (a
particularly interesting sequence,
especially if you are into 19th
century naval vessels). While many
of the men become dejected as
they continue to head further from
home, their faith in Lucky Jack
never ceases to persist. His brash

Looking For a
Unique Gift for
Your Sister?
Authentic State House Souvenirs
Give the gift of history! State House
souvenirs, crafted by skilled artisans
with materials removed from the
State House during its renovation,
are perfect for anyone on your list!

Buy online at mySCGov.com, at the
State House Gift Shop, or call
803.737.2363

decisions are only questioned by
the ship's surgeon and resident
naturalist, Dr. Stephen Maturin,
brilliantly played by Paul Bettany.
While they get along well playing
melodies on the cello and violin
together, Aubrey's personal stake in
the battle begins to worry the more
humanitarian Maturin.
Maturin and Aubrey are the main
sources of interpersonal conflict
throughout the film. Their personal
liaison is a thirteen-year-old junior
captain, and recent amputee, who
relates to the scientific passions
in Maturin and the bold leadership skills of Aubrey. During the
remainder of the film, each character grows stronger via this relationship. The other major conflict arises
when an officer becomes the ship's
"Jonah," a walking bad luck charm.
In tight quarters with superstitious
seamen, a "Jonah" is quite unwelcome.
Aubrey's compassion is displayed
via a minor side story involving an
injured Maturin. One of the marines
on the ship accidently shoots

Maturin while trying to kill a bird
that is flying low over the ship. The
shot leaves a piece of Maturin's
shirt inside the wound, and thus his
life is endangered. Aubrey realizes
that his friend is not only needed
for medical reasons, but also as an
advisory companion. The ship goes
ashore for Maturin's incompetant
assistant to try and remove the piece
of his shirt. In an amazing display
of intestinal fortitude, Maturin does
self-surgery and removes the lead
and cloth himself.
Ah yes, back to the Acheron.
Aubrey's military genius is displayed during the strategic sea
skirmishes that are scattered
throughout the global pursuit. He
is a stern commander who elicits
nothing but respect from his crew.
They are willing to die to carry out
his orders, although they know that
they have fulfilled their official
duty many months previous.
After a few trips to the Galapagos
Islands, which thrill the scientist in
Maturin, the Surprise gains the
upper hand against the Acheron.

What follows is one of the most
spectacular battle scenes in recent
film history.
Launching into a magnificent
battle scene after almost two hours
of internal conflict and stringing
the audience along begs the question, "Is audience manipulation an
awful tactic?" Many films today
are criticized for being manipulative. Audiences want to get what
they expect from a film. They don't
want the payoff from suspense to
occur several hours later in the film.
Boredom can arise when a culture
spoon-fed on immediate cause-andeffect action sequences goes to a
character driven film. Hitchcock,
the master of suspense, was known
for his amazing skill of audience
manipulation. He is honored for
this great talent, and modern films
that do the same should be as well.
"Master and Commander: The
Far Side of the World" should be
revered for its irreverence to the
yearnings of the modern film audience, -k
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Garage band rocks fans with two forms of entertainment
LOST DOGS
Peart Jam
Released: Out Now

# tf* $ $ &
LIVE AT THE GARDEN
Peart Jam
Released: Out Now

ADAM STEINBERG

Staff Writer
Rock fans rejoice. That's right,
the saviors of rock and roll — Pearl
Jam — recently released a new double-CD album, "Lost Dogs," and a
DVD of their performance in New
York City: "Live at the Garden."
With a price of around $13 each,
these are easily some of the best
buys of the holiday season.
Those who are not die-hard Pearl
Jam fans may be unaware that

"Lost Dogs" is not a brand new
album, but a release of B-sides
and covers that the band has not
released on their
official albums
throughout the
years. Do not
mistake
this
though, this is
an album that
any person with
a solid taste
in music can
enjoy.
The first disc
contains more
of the fast,
loud,
rocking
music that most
would expect.
It kicks off with
the great song
"All
Night"
and never stops
its momentum.
Other highlights off the first disc
include the Howard Zinn inspired
"Down," the self-questioning

Tigers Making A Difference
Student Affairs proudly presents this new section ofThe Tiger newspqjer. It was
designed to celebrate student accomplishments, awards, and community service. Many
positive contributions and achievements go unnoticed and/or unmentioned; therefore, this
)pportunity to recognize and thank these students and organiz;'
s contributions they make on behalf of the Clemson community.
ie to have an individual student or your student organization recognized in
an upcoming issue, please contact Rusty Guill at 656-0935 or e-mail at
eiwemmeouor

"Education" and the always enigmatic "Yellow Ledbetter." While
none of these songs are as epic as
"Even Flow" or
"Alive" (except
for
"Yellow
Ledbetter" perhaps), these are
all great songs
that remind you
of what Creed
wishes
they
sounded like.
The second
disc to "Lost
Dogs"
could
actually be a
companion to
Pearl
Jam's
previous album
"No
Code,"
if one didn't
know any better. Yes, it's that
powerful. The
strongest of these songs is quite
possibly the extremely rare "Hard
to Imagine." With lyrics such as:
"Things were different then /
All is different now / I tried
to explain / Somehow..." one
can't help but feel the pain
and confusion stemming from
Eddie Vedder's voice.
While there are so many
outstanding songs on the second disc, "Footsteps," "Dead
Man" and the extremely
nostalgic "Christmas Time"
are all songs which will stay
in your mind hours after you
have turned off your stereo.
The secret and final song on
the album is "4/20/02," a tribute from Eddie Vedder to the
late Layne Staley. In this song
Vedder calls out those bands
(Tantric, Cold, Godsmack) whose
singers are influenced by and ripoff the Alice in Chains front man.
Vedder challenges these singers by
declaring: "So just sing like him
Pckers / It won't offend him / Just
me / Because he's dead."
Fans may be turned off to buying

The National Champion Clemson Univasity Golf Team was invited to the White House
on Mondav, November 17, to meet and visit with President Bush in honor c
iti

TakeNote, Qemson's all female a (^pella group, visited with the students at La France
conjunction witii Red Ribbon WedL Their program encouraged the children not tc
drugs or drink alcohol, A variety of songs, skits and
their visit It wasagreat experience for everyone.
PAID ADVERTISEMENT

as many other lesser known songs.
The great thing about a Pearl
Jam show is that one set-list is
never the same as the next. In this
concert the band treats the crowd
to performances of an outstanding
alternate version of "In My Tree,"
the ultra-rare "Crown of Thorns"

and a fantastic cover of The Who's
"Baba O'Riley." Ben Harper
also performs on "Daughter" and
"Indifference."
Throughout the concert one can
see why Pearl Jam is one of the
greatest live acts today. The spontaneous jams on "Daughter" and
"Wishlist," Eddie Vedder's rambling but always touching speeches
to the crowd and just seeing the
band enjoy performing is a joy to
witness.
The second disc contains several bonus features of other live
performances and snapshots of the
band when they are not performing. Eddie performs "Throw Your
Arms Around Me" (a consistent
live cover) with Mark Seymour
- who actually wrote the original. A montage is set to the song
"Down" and shows the band's life
in between shows and illustrates
just how down to earth the band
really is. Another montage is set
to "All Those Yesterdays," but this
one shows crew members in action,
and is a small way of the band
telling everyone thank you.
The infamous "BuShleaguer"
begins hilariously with different members of the band and
crowd wearing George W.
Bush masks and proceeding
to moonwalk and make fun
of the President. Suddenly,
the performances turn dark,
however, and one can see
how much Vedder actually
disapproves of the President's
actions and how much pain he
feels this one man has caused
so many people.
This is the power of Pearl
Jam. They are unlike any other
band in that they can produce
so many different emotions through
so many different songs. If you
are any type of music fan, make
sure you pick up these two great
releases, and especially make sure
you catch the band in concert if we
are lucky enough to have them tour
again anytime soon. *

New poetry show slams University
JENNIFER McKELVEY

Staff Writer

Alpha Delta Pi will be decorating the Ronald McDonald House for Thanksgiving on
November 18. The sorority has raised over $600 so far from the Perimeter Walk fliat was
1
to suooort the Ronald McDonald House.

this album because it may appear
to be a collection of lackluster
songs that weren't good enough
to be released on a regular album,
but this is far from the truth. Most
of these songs became B-sides
because they did not go along with
the theme of an album or there
simply was not enough room on
the CD to add them. "Lost Dogs"
is full of songs that will make you
dance and songs that will make you
cry. I can't think of anything better
from an album.
After hearing these songs, one
can then see the band perform them
on the DVD "Live at the Garden"
which captures the band's performance at Madison Square Garden
on July 8, 2003. For anyone who
has not seen the band live, this
DVD will give you a glance at the
musical talents and power of the
band in concert. Throughout the
over two-and-a-half hour performance the band performs hits such
as "Even Flow," "1 Am Mine,"
"Black" and "Betterman;" as well

Have you ever noticed that no matter how much the audience cheers
and jeers at a sporting event, it does
not seem to affect the outcome of the
game? Would you like to be in an
audience that does make a difference?
Or would you rather be a player?
Check out a unique form of entertainment called poetry slam. It is not a
sport, but it could be just as fun.
Clemson's One World Project has
given Clemson students and others from the surrounding area the
opportunity to compete in poetry
performance. The best part of it is the
audience participates just as much as
the poets.
The poetry reading series began
in the mid-1980s when a Chicago
construction worker and poet named
Marc Smith came up with the idea of
a poetry competition to entertain the
audiences of open mic night. Since
then, the slam concept has evolved
and caught on nationwide.
Slams put a dual emphasis on
writing and performance, encouraging poets to focus on what they are
saying and how they are saying it.
Slam is not hip-hop poetry or loud,
in-your-face rants, but poetry written
to be heard through spoken word.
Slams attract a diverse range of
poets, performing love poetry, social
commentary, comic routines and
personal confession pieces, to name a

few. Poets are free to perform in any
style on any subject.
Former Asheville, N.C. slam
master Allan Wolf coined the phrase,
"The points are not the point; the
point is poetry," which has become
a slam motto, reminding poets and
organizers that the goal of slam is to
grow poetry's audience.
Everyone who wishes to sign up to
participate in a slam has the opportunity to perform in the first round,
and they are judged numerically on
content and performance by certain
members of the audience, chosen
by the host or other organizer. The
judges' scores determine the lineup
for subsequent rounds.
A poetry slam is designed for the
audience, unlike open mic night,
which is more like a support network
for poets. A slam audience may react
vocally and openly to all aspects of
the show, including the poet's performance, the judges' scores and the
host's banter. This means the audience can boo or cheer whenever they
want, possibly forcing the poet to
leave the stage during a performance.
Sometimes, a host will instruct the
audience on an established reaction,
like finger snapping or foot stomping to show dissatisfaction in a more
interesting way.
Although rules vary according to
venue, the basic rules are followed
at most slams. Each poem must be
of the poet's own construction, each
poet gets three minutes to read one
poem and no props, musical instru-

ments or costumes are permitted.
Clemson's One World Project
puts its spin on the unique form of
entertainment by introducing themed
slams monthly. This semester's
themes were "Remembrance" on
September 11, "Slam Out Hate" on
October 16 and "International Day
of Tolerance" on November 13. The
next and final slam theme of the
semester will be "Festival of Lights/
Holiday" on December 4 at noon.
Each slam is held at the Loggia
Latte stage area. The usual amount
of poets is three to six, and there has
been an average of about 20 people
in attendance. However, the last slam
had eight poets and more than 40 people in attendance. Elizabeth Edwards
was the slam master at the last slam,
and the second place winner at the
"Slam Out Hate" slam.
For those who have the talent and
want to compete on a larger scale,
the National Poetry Slam is the
annual slam championship tournament, staged in a different city each
year. The National Poetry Slam has
become the highest-profile slam
showcase.
For more information about the
poetry slams at Clemson and the
surrounding area, contact Sarah
Pederson at speders@clemson.edu.
For more information on these and
other 2003-2004 One World Project
events, visit www.clemson.edu/
oneworld/events. If you would like
more information on slams nationwide, visit www.poetryslam.com. *
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by Garrett Holt

Outbound Train
I don't regret my time hereI've been enriched. Surethere's far too many white
people, but other than that,
Clemson is gorgeous.

Hello...I'm Garrett. This
December I'll be graduating
and leaving Clemson forever.

So, it's off to Texas for me,
and...good lord that cartoon
under me sucks-I must do something!

HEY YOUIII
STUPID SPACE-DUCK!!

Horoscopes
by Mike Rotch

■

Capricorn (December 22 - January 19): This sign reminds
me of a peppercorn steak - go ahead and make me one! I like it
medium rare. Oh, and while you are at it, why don't you throw on
a few mushrooms and whip up some mashed potatoes.
Aquarius (January 20- February 18): Just remember ... seven
days ...
Pisces (February 19 - March 20): Don't worry about what your
parents say. You are your own person. Don't succumb to their
ideas of what they think that you should be for the rest of your
life. Enjoy life!
Aries (March 21 - April 19): Everyone has grown tired of you
talking the talk but not walking the walk. Go ahead and ask that
special person out on a date this week. Your friends are tired of
hearing about how much that hottie wants you. Who cares if they
say no?
Taurus (April 20 - May 20): No need to stress too much about
all that work you have been putting off, it's only a grade, even if
it is an F. The sun will still shine and the world will keep turning,
despite how you feel at the moment.
Gemini (May 21 - June 21): Just because your sign is Gemini,
that doesn't mean you are a star or anything special. Who do you
think you are?
Cancer (June 22 - July 22): Your sign should be Gemini, because
you are the real star!
Leo (July 23 - August 22): This is your lucky week — all your
professors have decided to cancel those last minute papers! Let's
go have some drinks and skip class! This doesn't happen very
often so take advantage of it.
Virgo (August 23 - September 22): You better go to Fike before
you go home for Thanksgiving this year. Hop on the tread mill,
the cross trainer, the bike and then run around the indoor track a
few times as well. You don't want to be as hefty as you were after
Thanksgiving last year! Gobble, gobble!
Libra (September 23 - October 22): You should throw away
that Bubba Sparxxx CD and finally perk your ears up and listen
to some real music. Try some Milli Vanilli to broaden your horizons. Their music is totally original and those guys have the best
voices!
Scorpio (October 23 - November 21): Great job on that test!
What could be better than ending on a high note? Go ahead and
drop out before you receive a failing grade on your next big
exam.
Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21): Getting tired of
Schilletter or Harcombe? Check out Shoney's breakfast buffet for
another alternative to the campus scene. What's better than having
breakfast for dinner?

On Tap

Monday, November 24, 8 p.m.
CU Symphony Orchestra
Brooks Center for the Performing Arts
Concert showcases "Like Streams in the Desert," composed by
South Carolinian Meira Warshauer. General admission tickets: $5
adults, students free. Contact Tonya Henson at 656-7787.

Friday, November 21,12 p.m.
Nutraceutical Lecture Series
Lehotsky Auditorium, G-22
"Pharmacokinetics and Drug Metabolism: Cytochrome P450
Studies with Medicinal Plant Extracts" by Laura Fox, University of
South Carolina. Free. Contact David Gangemi at 656-6463.

Saturday, November 29,11 a.m.
Western North Carolina Horse Sale
Main Arena
Consignment sale of registered paint and quarter horses. Contact
Jason Littlefield at 457-2376 or Cathy Putnam at 646-2717.

Saturday, November 22, 8:30 a.m.- 4 p.m.
Defensive Driving: Point Reduction
Hendrix Student Center
Course provides a four-point reduction towards a driver's record by
the S.C. Department of Highways and Transportation. Register at
the Union Information Desk. Fee: $57. Contact Wendy Marshall at

Tuesday, December 2, 8 p.m.
Clemson University Symphonic Band
Brooks Center for the Performing Arts
j^e University's premier wind ensemble will perform compositions
by Rjcnard Wagner, Gustov Hoist, Percy Grainger and others at its
free conCert.

656-7297.
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Southern rockers come to "sweet home" South Carolina
ELIZABETH M. JAMISON

Staff Writer
The lights came down and the crowd
cheered as the spotlight focused on the drummer playing an intro to "Rockin' into the
Night" as the rest of .38 Special joined in.
The crowd got pretty into it, considering this
wasn't the featured band; then again there was
a time when Lynyrd Skynyrd could have been
opening for .38 Special. A lot of the fans here
were dedicated listeners at that time. That's
what's so wonderful about going to a Lynyrd
Skynyrd concert: the wide array of fans that
span many generations.
.38 Special was full of energy, especially
Donnie Van Zant, who was running around the
stage and swinging his mic all over the place.
His enthusiasm carried over to the crowd and
nearly everybody was standing. In between
songs he appealed to the audience's patriotism, praising the United States for the boundless opportunities available. When .38 Special
dedicated a song to the late Ronnie Van Zant
(former front man for Lynyrd Skynyrd), the
crowd stood and held their lighters in memory
of Ronnie, and there was a solemn air in the
crowd. Returning on stage to play two more

songs, .38 Special threw a towel, among other
smaller things, into the audience.
After changing the stage to a brewery
theme, complete with three platforms on fake
barrels, Lynyrd Skynyrd took the stage and it
was obvious who the crowd was there to see.
Lynyrd Skynyrd opened with "That's how I
Like It." On the two screens to the side of the
stage, as well as a third screen which rolled
down, a bottle of moonshine with XXX written on it was shown. In case you did not get
the reference to Lynyrd Skynyrd's thirty year
anniversary, the bottle rotated to show the bottom which had a tribute to Lynyrd Skynyrd's
thirty years of rocking hard written on it.
In addition to using the screens to play
videos during a few songs, such as "Travelin'
Man," Lynyrd Skynyrd also changed their
backdrop according to song content. For
example, in "Sweet Home Alabama" the
previous backdrop depicting a brewery is
replaced by a half confederate, half United
States flag.
Lynyrd Skynyrd knew how to interact with
the crowd. They were full of high energy,
moving around a lot, yet staying in sync with
the other band members. They also knew how
to get (and keep) the crowd's attention. Lynyrd

Skynyrd rallied for the United States, as well
as Southern pride with first a Confederate,
then a United States flag tied on a mike they
were singing into and waving around. The
patriotic song, "Red, White and Blue" drew
audience support and attention as well.
There has been a great deal of tragedy surrounding Lynyrd Skynyrd over the years, most
notably the 1977 plane crash that killed two of
their members. More recently in 2001, Leon
Wilkeson, former band member, died. When
Lynyrd Skynyrd played "Simple Man" as a
dedication to Leon and "The simple man out
there," the crowd went crazy. On the video
screens a video tribute to Leon played as the
fans waved their lighters in memory of Leon.
Lynyrd Skynyrd ended their concert with
the old favorite "Free Bird." While Lynyrd
Skynyrd seemed a bit worn out at this point,
the visual effects and the sentiment of the
crowd made up for any lack of energy the
band had. Whereas the lighting for the concert
had not been tremendously spectacular, the
lighting at the end of "Free Bird" was awesome. The only light in the coliseum was the
illumination from the lighters speckling the
darkness and the gleam reflecting from the DID SOMEONE SAY FREEBIRD?: Sure enough,
Lynyrd Skynyrd brings back classic rock tunes.
spotlighted disco ball.-*-

ADAM HODGDEN/staff photographer

Internet cartoons represent the best non-porn content on web
BRUCE MORISSON

Assistant TimeOut Editor
With the creation of the Internet, a
new forum has become available for
unknown artists to make their voices
known. Internet blogs, website editorials and flash cartoons have sprung
up across the World Wide Web. With
the invention of flash, any artist on an
average computer can create TV quality cartoons. These files, thanks to the
flash technology, are small in size and
can be downloaded and viewed by
virtually anyone on the Internet.
One of the first flash cartoons
on the Internet to receive fame and
public view was "Joe Cartoon" at
www.joecartoon.com. Run by Joe,
the Web site has featured cartoons
that may not be suitable to everyone
(often there are depictions of animal
cruelty) but the cartoons are comical; almost "Simpsons" in nature.
The origins of Joe Cartoon run deep.
According to Joe, creator of the Web
site, cartoon Joe's origins run like
this: 'Tibetan yeti, and a most beautiful Peruvian princess found each other
in a wooded glen, and having decided
(after several 5ths of Jack Daniels)
that each was what the other desired
more than all other things."
Featuring mistreated gerbils, a ruthless Spanish fly and Joe Mamma, the

cartoons are rude, crude and express
the college/MTV Internet users quite
accurately. The cartoons all feature
viewer interaction, requiring a user
to click to further the story. This gives
web surfers the ability to replay a
favorite moment, or to jump ahead
to the usually cruel ending. Not for
the faint of heart, or those easily
offended by just about all the naughty
words in the book, Joe Cartoon is a
great webpage for off color humor,
and animated cruelty to animals (but
don't worry they don't really die, it's
a cartoon).
Taking a complete opposite position
from Joe Cartoon is the young and
highly popular Homestarrunner.com.
Founded by two brothers, Mike and
Craig Chapman, during the 1996
Olympics in Atlanta, the idea began
as a children's book. Featuring the
characters of Homestar, Strongbad,
the Cheat and Pom-Pom, the book
was less than a success, but the brothers, rather than giving up, turned
to the internet to publish stories. It
wasn't long after that when they realized they had something much more
than a children's book on their hand,
and created very funny and creative
cartoons.
The website still didn't take off until
the webpage's villain (if you can call
him that) Strongbad began to answer

fan emails. His style of making fun of
any and all spelling errors and grammatical mistakes made him a huge hit,
and before long so many people were
logging on every Monday to see a
new Strongbad e-mail, that the server
frequently crashed.
Visit www.homestarrunner.com
and poke around, looking at all the
different cartoons and features. The
cartoons are all rated "G", but don't be
confused, they are wildly funny, they
just manage to do it without anything
vulgar or obscene, making them popular with both mainstream college students and Christian colleges alike. An
Easter egg accompanies each cartoon,
which can range from a Screensaver
to just extra cartoon moments. The
creators use their knowledge of pop
culture to create hilarious escapades
between the characters in Anytown,
U.S.A. They recently released a CD
containing extended and higher quality versions of the songs used on the
website.
If you're looking for a more traditional cartoon on the Internet, you
should try www.collegeuniv.com, a
series that any college student will
find hits home. The cartoon is about
two freshmen who attend College
University (the only university to
enroll humans and primates). The
series can be easily compared to the

late "Family Guy," which once aired
on Fox. The characters range from
Parks and Mike (the two students the
series focuses on), to Optimus Prime
(of the Transformers persuasion),
Dark Ninja and Puffy and Mace (the
proclaimed two most talented musicians in the world). The animation is
a bit rougher than most cartoons, but
the humor is TV quality. The episodes
cover all aspects of college life such
as buying books, beer, studying, beer,
campus counselors, beer and brew
dogs (beer). The episodes come out
a bit slow in comparison to other
cartoons, but with more viewers, the
creators can make enough money to
work full time on the cartoon.
The last cartoon on this list is
actually a Web site that contains
many different cartoons, www.imockery.com is home to many flash
creations that often have a common
theme, the old 8-bit Nintendo games.
Their site encompasses much more
than just flash cartoon, but they are
home to some of the most creative
flash games. Now these games can
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be played by just about anyone, you
can rarely lose, and it's really just
humorous.
The games include "Kill the dog
from Duckhunt" and "Kill the old
man from Zelda," both of which
fulfill mankind's deepest needs. But
the crown jewel of i-mockery.com
is "Domo-Kun's Angry Smashfest,"
staring Domo-Kun, a Japanese pop
icon; it is up to you to stop the Power
Puff Girls from world domination
after they used Dr. Wiley's machines
to make you kill Little Mac. The game
includes just about every videogame
character from the glory days of the
Nintendo and Sega systems. The
humor found on i-mockery.com is
easily rated "M" for mature, and can
be insensitive to some viewers. But
thanks to the Internet, their views and
opinions are protected in a vast virtual
world of free speech. You may love
some of the cartoons featured here,
and may hate them, but many are on
the edge of creativity, and prove that a
successful series can be created out of
virtually nothing, -k
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